
The Midnight Library: A Novel

Author: Matt Haig

A WASHINGTON POST “FEEL-GOOD BOOK GUARANTEED TO LIFT YOUR SPIRITS”

A New York Times bestseller | Winner of the Goodreads Choice Award for Fiction | A Good Morning America Book Club Pick!

"Between life and death there is a library, and within that library, the shelves go on forever. Every book provides a chance to try another life you could

have lived. To see how things would be if you had made other choices . . . Would you have done anything different, if you had the chance to undo

your regrets?" 

A dazzling novel about all the choices that go into a life well lived, from the internationally bestselling author of Reasons to Stay Alive and How To

Stop Time.

Somewhere out beyond the edge of the universe there is a library that contains an infinite number of books, each one the story of another reality. One tells the

story of your life as it is, along with another book for the other life you could have lived if you had made a different choice at any point in your life. While we all

wonder how our lives might have been, what if you had the chance to go to the library and see for yourself? Would any of these other lives truly be better?

In The Midnight Library, Matt Haig's enchanting new novel, Nora Seed finds herself faced with this decision. Faced with the possibility of changing her life for a

new one, following a different career, undoing old breakups, realizing her dreams of becoming a glaciologist; she must search within herself as she travels

through the Midnight Library to decide what is truly fulfilling in life, and what makes it worth living in the first place.

Star Wars: Light of the Jedi (The High Republic) (Light of the Jedi (Star Wars: The High Republic))

Author: Charles Soule

Long before the First Order, before the Empire, before even The Phantom Menace . . . Jedi lit the way for the galaxy in The High Republic

It is a golden age. Intrepid hyperspace scouts expand the reach of the Republic to the furthest stars, worlds flourish under the benevolent leadership of the

Senate, and peace reigns, enforced by the wisdom and strength of the renowned order of Force users known as the Jedi. With the Jedi at the height of their

power, the free citizens of the galaxy are confident in their ability to weather any storm But the even brightest light can cast a shadow, and some storms defy any

preparation.

When a shocking catastrophe in hyperspace tears a ship to pieces, the flurry of shrapnel emerging from the disaster threatens an entire system. No sooner does

the call for help go out than the Jedi race to the scene. The scope of the emergence, however, is enough to push even Jedi to their limit. As the sky breaks open

and destruction rains down upon the peaceful alliance they helped to build, the Jedi must trust in the Force to see them through a day in which a single mistake

could cost billions of lives.

Even as the Jedi battle valiantly against calamity, something truly deadly grows beyond the boundary of the Republic. The hyperspace disaster is far more sinister

than the Jedi could ever suspect. A threat hides in the darkness, far from the light of the age, and harbors a secret that could strike fear into even a Jedi’s heart.

Brain Wave

Author: Poul Anderson

From the multiple Hugo and Nebula Award–winning author: “A panoramic story of what happens to a world gone super intelligent” (Astounding

Science Fiction).

With “wonderfully logical detail . . . exciting storytelling and moving characterization” (Anthony Boucher), science fiction master Poul Anderson explores what

happens when the next stage of evolution is thrust upon humanity and animals. As Earth passes out of a magnetic field that has suppressed intelligence for eons,

the mental capacity for all mammals increases exponentially, radically changing the structures of society.

A mentally impaired farm worker finds himself capable of more delicate and intelligent thoughts than he ever dreamed. A young boy on holiday manages to

discern the foundations of calculus before breakfast. Animals that were seen as livestock and pets can now communicate clearly with their owners and one

another. And an already brilliant physics researcher now uses his boundless intellect to bring humankind to the stars—even as his wife plunges into an existential

crisis. For all of them, the world will never be the same . . .

The Prince and the Troll (Faraway collection)

Author: Rainbow Rowell



A charming everyman and a mysterious something-under-the-bridge cross paths in a short fairy tale by the number one New York Times bestselling author of

Eleanor & Park and the Simon Snow series.

It’s fate when a man accidentally drops his phone off the bridge. It’s fortune when it’s retrieved by a friendly shape sloshing in the muck underneath. From that

day forward, as they share a coffee every morning, an unlikely friendship blooms. Considering the reality for the man above, where life seems perfect, and that of

the sharp-witted creature below, how forever after can a happy ending be?

The Prince and the Troll is part of Faraway, a collection of retold fairy tales that take the happily-ever-after in daring new directions. Whether read or listened to in

one sitting, prepare to be charmed, moved, enlightened, and frightened all over again.

1984

Author: George Orwell

A PBS Great American Read Top 100 Pick

With extraordinary relevance and renewed popularity, George Orwell’s 1984 takes on new life in this edition.

“Orwell saw, to his credit, that the act of falsifying reality is only secondarily a way of changing perceptions. It is, above all, a way of asserting power.”—The New

Yorker

In 1984, London is a grim city in the totalitarian state of Oceania where Big Brother is always watching you and the Thought Police can practically read your mind.

Winston Smith is a man in grave danger for the simple reason that his memory still functions. Drawn into a forbidden love affair, Winston finds the courage to join

a secret revolutionary organization called The Brotherhood, dedicated to the destruction of the Party. Together with his beloved Julia, he hazards his life in a

deadly match against the powers that be.

Lionel Trilling said of Orwell’s masterpiece, “1984 is a profound, terrifying, and wholly fascinating book. It is a fantasy of the political future, and like any such

fantasy, serves its author as a magnifying device for an examination of the present.” Though the year 1984 now exists in the past, Orwell’s novel remains an

urgent call for the individual willing to speak truth to power.

The Household Spirit: A Novel

Author: Tod Wodicka

There’s something wrong next door. At least, that’s what neighbors Howie Jeffries and Emily Phane both think. Since his daughter and wife moved out, Howie

has been alone, an accidental recluse content with his fishing and his dreams of someday sailing away from himself on a boat. Emily couldn’t be more different:

she’s irreverent, outgoing and seemingly well-adjusted. But when Emily returns from college to care for her dying grandfather, Howie can’t help but notice her

increasingly erratic behavior - not to mention her newfound love of nocturnal gardening.

The thing is, although they’ve lived side by side in the only two houses on rural Route 29 in upstate New York since Emily was born, Howie and Emily have never

so much as spoken. Both have their reasons: Howie is debilitatingly shy; Emily has been hiding the fact that she suffers from a nighttime affliction that makes her

both terrified to go to sleep, and question the very reality of her waking life . It is only when tragedy strikes that their worlds, finally, become joined in ways neither

of them could ever have imagined.

A poignant, big-hearted, and often humorous novel about two very unique individuals unceremoniously thrown together, The Household Spirit is a story about

how little we know the people we see every day - and of the unexpected capabilities of the human heart.

Outlawed

Author: Anna North

A REESE'S BOOK CLUB PICK 

A BELLETRIST BOOK CLUB PICK 

 

"A masterpiece." - R.O. Kwon 

 

The Crucible meets True Grit in this riveting adventure story of a fugitive girl, a mysterious gang of robbers, and their dangerous mission to transform 

the Wild West. 

 

In the year of our Lord 1894, I became an outlaw. 

 

The day of her wedding, 17 year old Ada's life looks good; she loves her husband, and she loves working as an apprentice to her mother, a respected midwife. 

But after a year of marriage and no pregnancy, in a town where barren women are routinely hanged as witches, her survival depends on leaving behind 

everything she knows. 



She joins up with the notorious Hole in the Wall Gang, a band of outlaws led by a preacher-turned-robber known to all as the Kid. Charismatic, grandiose, and

mercurial, the Kid is determined to create a safe haven for outcast women. But to make this dream a reality, the Gang hatches a treacherous plan that may get

them all killed. And Ada must decide whether she's willing to risk her life for the possibility of a new kind of future for them all. 

 

Featuring an irresistibly no-nonsense, courageous, and determined heroine, Outlawed dusts off the myth of the old West and reignites the glimmering promise of

the frontier with an entirely new set of feminist stakes. Anna North has crafted a pulse-racing, page-turning saga about the search for hope in the wake of death,

and for truth in a climate of small-mindedness and fear. 

Ready Player Two: A Novel (Ready Player One Book 2)

Author: Ernest Cline

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The highly anticipated sequel to the beloved worldwide bestseller Ready Player One, the near-future

adventure that inspired the blockbuster Steven Spielberg film.

NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE WASHINGTON POST • “The game is on again. . . . A great mix of exciting fantasy and

threatening fact.”—The Wall Street Journal

AN UNEXPECTED QUEST. TWO WORLDS AT STAKE. ARE YOU READY?

Days after winning OASIS founder James Halliday’s contest, Wade Watts makes a discovery that changes everything.

Hidden within Halliday’s vaults, waiting for his heir to find, lies a technological advancement that will once again change the world and make the OASIS a

thousand times more wondrous—and addictive—than even Wade dreamed possible.

With it comes a new riddle, and a new quest—a last Easter egg from Halliday, hinting at a mysterious prize.

And an unexpected, impossibly powerful, and dangerous new rival awaits, one who’ll kill millions to get what he wants.

Wade’s life and the future of the OASIS are again at stake, but this time the fate of humanity also hangs in the balance.

Lovingly nostalgic and wildly original as only Ernest Cline could conceive it, Ready Player Two takes us on another imaginative, fun, action-packed adventure

through his beloved virtual universe, and jolts us thrillingly into the future once again.

The Handmaid's Tale

Author: Margaret Atwood

Now a Hulu Original Series

The Handmaid's Tale is a novel of such power that the reader will be unable to forget its images and its forecast. Set in the near future, it describes life in what

was once the United States and is now called the Republic of Gilead, a monotheocracy that has reacted to social unrest and a sharply declining birthrate by

reverting to, and going beyond, the repressive intolerance of the original Puritans. The regime takes the Book of Genesis absolutely at its word, with bizarre

consequences for the women and men in its population.

The story is told through the eyes of Offred, one of the unfortunate Handmaids under the new social order. In condensed but eloquent prose, by turns cool-eyed,

tender, despairing, passionate, and wry, she reveals to us the dark corners behind the establishment’s calm facade, as certain tendencies now in existence are

carried to their logical conclusions. The Handmaid's Tale is funny, unexpected, horrifying, and altogether convincing. It is at once scathing satire, dire warning,

and a tour de force. It is Margaret Atwood at her best.

The Princess Trials: A young adult dystopian romance

Author: Cordelia K Castel

Thirty young women. A handsome prince. A battle to the death

Water is scarce. Deserts have taken over the land. Nuclear war has devastated humanity. Humans live in walled super cities to keep out the irradiated. The land 

that was formerly known as America is divided into kingdoms ruled by royal elites. 

 

Born into the lowest Echelon of the Kingdom of Phangloria, sixteen-year-old Zea Calico faces a life of hunger, thirst, and toil. The only way out of this drudgery is 

revolution, and Zea is desperate to help the cause. 

 

When the palace calls for candidates to compete to marry Prince Kevon, Zea joins the Princess Trials to search the palace for weaknesses.



 

The trials should be a fairytale of sumptuous meals, ballgowns, and romance, but one misplaced word causes Zea to attract the Prince’s attention. When Zea

uncovers the man beneath Prince Kevon’s public facade, she is at risk of falling in love and losing sight of her mission. 

 

But the televised beauty pageant turns deadly, and Zea must fight for survival. 

 

Perfect for fans of The Hunger Games and The Selection, this exciting tale of courage, intrigue, and betrayal will have you turning pages.

Pillaged: A Sci-Fi Alien Warrior Romance (Raider Warlords of the Vandar Book 3)

Author: Tana Stone

I was promised against my will to an imperial general. . .so I escaped. Right into the arms of an even more ruthless Vandar warlord.

I’d thought things had been bad when I’d been ordered to marry the repulsive Zagrath general. But then I’d been captured by the empire’s most deadly

enemy--the Vandar raiders. With their battle kilts and tails, the raiders are known for being fierce warriors who never take prisoners. Until now.

The fear I feel when I'm taken by the menacing Vandar warlord is confirmed when I discover why he treats me like an honored guest. Taking the general’s bride is

one thing, but to strike the most personal blow the Vandar must claim me as his, taking me to his bed until his mating marks appear on my skin and mark me as

his true mate.

But he has no intention of forcing me. He wants to make a deal—become his willingly and I will get what I’ve always wanted—my freedom from a loveless,

arranged marriage. Can I agree to a deal with the darkly dominant warlord who stokes both my fear and desire? Even if being claimed by the Vandar is only

revenge for him and freedom for me, will my heart remain untouched as he pillages my body? And will the general give me up so easily, or will he come for both

of us with all the firepower of the empire?

Pillaged is a full-length sci-fi romance novel with an HEA and no cheating. It features steamy scenes on a raider warship, alien horde space battles, and some

serious heat.

If you like dominant and dangerous alien warriors, alien abduction to seduction, and marriage of convenience romance, you’ll love Pillaged, the third book in Tana

Stone’s sci-fi romance Raider Warlords of the Vandar series. Each book can be read as a standalone.

Winter World (The Long Winter Trilogy Book 1)

Author: A.G. Riddle

A new ice age... 

and a shocking discovery... 

will change humanity forever. 

 

From the Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal bestselling author with over FOUR MILLION COPIES sold worldwide comes an epic novel with an unforgettable 

twist. 

 

* Longlisted for the Wilbur Smith Award for best published novel. * 

 

 

In the near future, a new ice age has begun. 

 

Humanity stands on the brink of extinction. 

 

Desperate for answers, scientists send probes into the solar system to take readings. Near Mars, they identify a mysterious object moving toward the Sun. Is it 

the cause of the ice age? Or could it be humanity’s only hope of survival? 

 

With time running out, NASA launches a mission to make contact. But the object isn’t what anyone thought. In the dark of space, alone, the team makes a 

discovery that will change the course of human history—and possibly end it. 

 

 

Filled with real science and fascinating details, Winter World is that unique blend of fact and fiction that could completely change how you see our planet—and 

humanity’s future. For those intrepid souls starting this bestselling trilogy, be warned: you may well be up late into the night turning the pages. 

 

 

Praise for A.G. Riddle 

 

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian on Pandemic 



“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.” 

—Daily Mail on The Solar War 

 

 

An Extended Look at Winter World 

 

Each month, Earth grows colder. 

 

Snow falls in summer. Glaciers trample cities across North America, Europe, and Asia. The new ice age shows no signs of stopping. 

 

Chaos erupts. 

 

Around the world, people abandon their homes and flock to regions where they can survive. Nations prepare to go to war for the world’s last habitable zones. 

 

Scientists search the cause of the new ice age. They send probes into the solar system to collect readings. Near Mars, a probe finds a mysterious object, drifting

toward the Sun. Is it responsible for the new ice age? Or is it merely an observer? Or neither? Could it be a relic from a long-extinct civilization? One thing is

certain: investigating the object is humanity’s best hope of survival. 

 

As the ice age claims more lives and the world slides into anarchy, an international consortium launches a mission into space to make contact. But the first

contact mission doesn’t go as planned. What the crew discovers out there is beyond anyone’s imagination. 

 

Two members of the first contact mission may hold the keys to humanity’s salvation. 

 

Dr. Emma Matthews is the commander aboard the International Space Station. For months, she has watched the world below freeze and civilization unravel. The

headlines tell only half of the story. The messages from her sister tell the rest, of a world witnessing mass migrations, fighting for survival, struggling to provide a

future for their children. When a catastrophe strikes the ISS, Emma faces her own fight for survival. 

 

Dr. James Sinclair is one of the greatest scientists alive. A mind before his time. Years ago, he invented something with the potential to change the world—an

invention that would upset the balance of power in the world forever. Fearing that change, his enemies sent him to prison for a crime he didn’t commit. But with

humanity’s future at stake, NASA asks him to join the first contact mission. His expertise is vital to the mission’s success—and to saving Emma. With the clock

ticking down to humanity’s final days on Earth, James makes a decision that will change his life forever and may determine the fate of the entire human race. 

 

Available in Kindle eBook, Audible audiobook, print, and Kindle Unlimited.

Delphi Challenge (Delphi in Space Book 9)

Author: Bob Blanton

Book 9 of the popular series Delphi In Space Delphi. In it, we find the McCormacks having to defend Artemis from the same Aliens that attacked the Paraxean

colony fleet over 70 years before. Follow along as Catie finally graduates from the Academy. Discover the secrets of the invading Aliens, what do they want,

where do they come from?

Elsewhere

Author: Dean Koontz

The fate of the world is in the hands of a father and daughter in an epic novel of wonder and terror by Dean Koontz, the #1 New York Times bestselling

master of suspense.

Since his wife, Michelle, left seven years ago, Jeffy Coltrane has worked to maintain a normal life for himself and his eleven-year-old daughter, Amity, in Suavidad

Beach. It’s a quiet life, until a local eccentric known as Spooky Ed shows up on their doorstep.

Ed entrusts Jeffy with hiding a strange and dangerous object—something he calls “the key to everything”—and tells Jeffy that he must never use the device. But

after a visit from a group of ominous men, Jeffy and Amity find themselves accidentally activating the key and discovering an extraordinary truth. The device

allows them to jump between parallel planes at once familiar and bizarre, wondrous and terrifying. And Jeffy and Amity can’t help but wonder, could Michelle be

just a click away?

Jeffy and Amity aren’t the only ones interested in the device. A man with a dark purpose is in pursuit, determined to use its grand potential for profound evil.

Unless Amity and Jeffy can outwit him, the place they call home may never be safe again.

Fighting For The Crown (Ark Royal Book 16)



Author: Christopher G. Nuttall

HMS Lion and HMS Unicorn have made it home from their first mission against the alien virus, opening the way for humanity to take the offensive. Now, a major

fleet is readying itself to depart into enemy space, intent on smashing the virus’s ability to wage war and destroy the threat once and for all. And Captains

Hammond and Campbell will take the lead.

But humanity itself is buckling under the strain of endless war. The stresses of fighting are tearing the fleet apart. And a very personal betrayal threatens to plunge

the captains and their crews into a bitter feud, deep in alien territory. The stakes could not be higher ...

... And the risk of total defeat has never been so great.

The Stand

Author: Stephen King

This is the way the world ends: with a nanosecond of computer error in a Defense Department laboratory and a million casual contacts that form the links in a

chain letter of death.

And here is the bleak new world of the day after: a world stripped of its institutions and emptied of 99 percent of its people. A world in which a handful of panicky

survivors choose sides -- or are chosen. A world in which good rides on the frail shoulders of the 108-year-old Mother Abigail -- and the worst nightmares of evil

are embodied in a man with a lethal smile and unspeakable powers: Randall Flagg, the dark man.

In 1978 Stephen King published The Stand, the novel that is now considered to be one of his finest works. But as it was first published, The Stand was

incomplete, since more than 150,000 words had been cut from the original manuscript.

Now Stephen King's apocalyptic vision of a world blasted by plague and embroiled in an elemental struggle between good and evil has been restored to its

entirety. The Stand : The Complete And Uncut Edition includes more than five hundred pages of material previously deleted, along with new material that King

added as he reworked the manuscript for a new generation. It gives us new characters and endows familiar ones with new depths. It has a new beginning and a

new ending. What emerges is a gripping work with the scope and moral comlexity of a true epic.

For hundreds of thousands of fans who read The Stand in its original version and wanted more, this new edition is Stephen King's gift. And those who are reading

The Stand for the first time will discover a triumphant and eerily plausible work of the imagination that takes on the issues that will determine our survival.

From the Hardcover edition.

The Bounty Hunter (Cade Korbin Chronicles Book 1)

Author: Jasper T. Scott

BY MILLION COPY-BESTSELLER JASPER T. SCOTT

FROM OUTLAW TO BOUNTY HUNTER TO VIGILANTE: REVENGE IS JUST THE BEGINNING

Cade Korbin became a bounty hunter because he knew what it was like to be hunted. What he didn’t know was who he’d end up hunting.

When it suited the Coalition, Cade was a Paladin, a member of their elite special forces. He did their dirty work and cleaned up their messes. Until his dark ops

went public, and Cade was drummed out of the service with a dishonorable discharge. As if he’d ever been doing anything but following orders.

Forced to the fringes of society by his service record, Cade broke the law just to survive. Then the Enforcers caught him, and he served his time. Sick of the

hypocrisy in the supposedly utopian Coalition, he crossed over to the other side and made a life among his former enemies in the Free Systems Alliance. Now he

hunts the galaxy’s worst lowlifes, for a fee, and the only orders he takes are his own.

But when his past catches up with him, Cade is forced to fight for more than just credits…

This time, he’s in it for revenge.

The Power of Hades: A Fated Mates Fantasy Romance (The Hades Trials Book 1)

Author: Eliza Raine

I've been kidnapped by Zeus. Plucked from the streets of Manhattan and frightened half to death by a freaking Olympian god.

And now I'm trapped in the Underworld, being forced to compete in a series of deadly trials for the position of Queen of the Underworld. Which would mean

marrying Hades, the utterly terrifying Lord of the Dead. Who the hell wants a husband at all, let alone one made of smoke and riddled with death?



I have to get back home, to New York and my brother. But I can't leave without completing the trials and they've been designed for a godly Queen,

not Persephone - barista and botanical garden enthusiast.

I'm surrounded by lethal, all-powerful maniacs. Sexy-as-hell maniacs, sure, but as dangerous as they come. And I'm going to have to prove to all of them that

there's a goddess of hell inside me. It's the only way I'll survive the Hades Trials. But then what? And why, why, why am I so desperate to see under Hades

smoky exterior and find out what he's hiding from me?

If I win the trials, I have to marry the devil himself. But losing might mean losing my life.

The Power of Hades is book 1 in the Hades Trials, which is intended for adults and is packed with magic, mythology and slow-burn soulmate romance! *Contains

swearing and mature themes.*

Her Alien Beast: A Sci-Fi Alien Romance (Voxeran Fated Mates Book 3)

Author: Presley Hall

Axen fights like a beast. He terrifies me a little. But maybe he’s exactly what I need.

As a doctor, I’m used to thinking logically and staying calm even in intense circumstances, so I thought I was adjusting pretty well to life on Nuthora.

Then the universe threw another curveball at me.

Not only am I stuck on a prison planet with a bunch of blue-skinned aliens… but I’m pregnant.

When the mate bond flares between Axen and me, it’s more than I can handle. I want to get off this crazy ride and go back to a planet where things made sense,

where my heart wasn’t fighting with my head, and where most of the wildlife didn’t want to kill me.

But there’s no going back.

This is the path fate has carved out for me, and despite my fears about the bond, Axen is determined to prove he’ll be a good mate.

Can this brutal alien warrior truly be my perfect match?

Her Alien Beast is a full-length standalone sci-fi romance featuring blue-skinned alien warriors, a heroine whose life is turned upside down, and a growly,

protective hero.

If you like sexy aliens, steamy romance, and thrilling adventure, you’ll love this series. No cheating, no cliffhanger, and a happily ever after guaranteed!

Note: each book in the series can be read as a standalone, but for maximum enjoyment, it’s recommended that the series be read in order.

Voxeran Fated Mates series:

Book 1: Her Alien Prince (Charlotte and Droth)

Book 2: Her Alien Savior (Sadie and Jaro)

Book 3: Her Alien Beast (Elizabeth and Axen)

Book 4: Her Alien Warrior (Gemma and Kzuri)

Book 5: TBA

Apocalypse: Generic System

Author: Macronomicon

Jeb Trapper tried to kill himself. The gun jammed. 

 

Two months later the vet is participating in underground trials of ecstacy to treat his PTSD. 

 

Everything seemed to be going great until... 

 

>>>The System has Been Installed<<< 

 

 

 

Now he's got to choose the difficulty of his tutorial. 



Just one problem. 

 

He's high as a kite, and nothing seems Impossible.

Maid For An Alien Prince: A SciFi Alien Romance (Intergalactic Exchange Program Book 1)

Author: Roxie Ray

I won’t be forced into alien servitude.

I’ve spent my life mucking out the houses of the rich and famous. I know what they’re really like.

They think they can take whatever they want.

I learned that the hard way.

Royalty? They have got to be worse.

I’m not interested in any of them, not even an alien prince.

I was supposed to be heading to another planet for a one-year housekeeping contract.

Instead he bought me out.

Does he think he can own me?

I don’t want him.

I won’t submit to him.

So why is he so … nice?

Niall is unlike any rich guy I’ve ever known, but I still can’t trust him.

Not even when he treats me well.

He calls me his fated mate!

But he’s an alien prince and I’m a housekeeper.

We don’t belong together.

So why do I want to kiss him more than I want my next breath?

Dune

Author: Frank Herbert

SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE directed by Denis Villeneuve, starring Timothée Chalamet, Josh Brolin, Jason Momoa, Zendaya, Rebecca

Ferguson, Oscar Isaac, Javier Bardem, Dave Bautista, Stellan Skarsgård, and Charlotte Rampling.

Frank Herbert’s classic masterpiece—a triumph of the imagination and one of the bestselling science fiction novels of all time.

Set on the desert planet Arrakis, Dune is the story of the boy Paul Atreides, heir to a noble family tasked with ruling an inhospitable world where the only thing of

value is the “spice” melange, a drug capable of extending life and enhancing consciousness. Coveted across the known universe, melange is a prize worth killing

for....

When House Atreides is betrayed, the destruction of Paul’s family will set the boy on a journey toward a destiny greater than he could ever have imagined. And

as he evolves into the mysterious man known as Muad’Dib, he will bring to fruition humankind’s most ancient and unattainable dream. 

A stunning blend of adventure and mysticism, environmentalism and politics, Dune won the first Nebula Award, shared the Hugo Award, and formed the basis of

what is undoubtedly the grandest epic in science fiction.

The Atlantis Gene: A Thriller (The Origin Mystery, Book 1)

Author: A.G. Riddle

The greatest mystery of all time... 

the history of human origins... 

will be revealed. 

 

In Antarctica, researchers discover a mysterious structure, buried in ice. 

 

In a lab in Jakarta, an autism researcher identifies a revolutionary treatment that could change everything. 

 

But these two incredible discoveries aren’t what they seem. They will set off a race to unravel the deepest secrets of human existence—and an event that could 

change humanity forever. 



 

Experience the novel that started it all: The Atlantis Gene is the first book in A.G. Riddle’s bestselling Origin Mystery trilogy—a series that has sold over THREE

MILLION copies worldwide (in twenty languages), received 30,000+ reviews on Amazon, been rated 20,000+ times on Audible, and garnered 120,000+ ratings

on GoodReads. The trilogy is now in development to be a major motion picture. 

 

The product of years of research, The Atlantis Gene is filled with real science and history that will change how look at human origins—and humanity’s future. Like

millions of other readers, you’ll be up late turning the pages, promising yourself, just one more chapter. 

 

 

Praise for A.G. Riddle 

 

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian on Pandemic 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels” 

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure 

 

“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—DEPARTURE has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.” 

—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander 

 

 

An Extended Look At The Atlantis Gene 

 

70,000 years ago, the human race almost went extinct. 

We survived, but no one knows how. 

Until now. 

 

The countdown to the next stage of human evolution is about to begin, and humanity might not survive this time. 

 

 

Off the coast of Antarctica, a research vessel discovers a mysterious structure buried deep within an iceberg. It has been there for thousands of years, and

something is guarding it. Could it be the fabled city of Atlantis? Or is it something more dangerous? 

 

At the same moment, in Jakarta, Indonesia, a brilliant geneticist named Kate Warner has just discovered a breakthrough treatment for autism. Or so she thinks.

What she has found is far more deadly—for her and for the entire human race. Her work could unleash the next stage of human evolution. It might also hold the

key to unlocking the mysterious structure off the coast of Antarctica. 

 

On the other side of Jakarta, Agent David Vale is racing to uncover a conspiracy with far-reaching implications. But he’s out of time. His informant inside the

conspiracy is dead. His own organization has been infiltrated—and his enemy has turned the hunt on him. Now he’s on the run. But when he receives a coded

message related to an imminent attack, he risks everything to save the one person that can help him stop it: Dr. Kate Warner. 

 

Together, Kate and David race to unravel a global conspiracy and learn the truth about the Atlantis Gene... and human origins. Their journey takes them to the far

corners of the globe and into the secrets of their pasts. Their enemy is close on their heels and will stop at nothing to obtain Kate’s research and force the next

stage of human evolution—even if it means killing 99.9% of the world’s population. David and Kate can stop them... if they can trust each other. And stay alive. 

 

NOTE: this novel is available as an eBook on Kindle Fire and Kindle eReader, an Audible audiobook, and in print (paperback and hardcover). It’s also in Kindle

Unlimited where subscribers can read for free.

A Tower in Space-Time (The Stasis Stories #5)

Author: Laurence Dahners

This hard Sci-Fi novel is the fifth book in the “Stasis Stories,” a series of optimistic tales of technological innovation in the near future. They follow Kaem Seba, a

young man with extraordinary math talents. With his friends, he’s developing a device that allows time to be stopped within limited volumes of space-time.

In this 5th story, Kaem’s newfound physical fitness is letting him perform at an astonishing level in physical endeavors such as soccer, and martial arts.

The company he, Arya Vaii, and Gunnar Schmidt founded to commercially develop his time-stopping discovery is making money hand over fist. Currently, their

profits come from their use of the phenomenal physical properties of a time-stopped segment of space-time to build rockets.

But now they’re building their space tower. Taking off at a thirty-degree angle from eastern Virginia, it’s 200 kilometers long and a hundred kilometers high. By

placing the interior of their spacecraft—and its passengers—in stasis they can accelerate launches at fifteen gravities, reaching orbital speeds before the craft

leaves the rail. This lets them put payloads in orbit for a thousand times lower cost than a rocket!

The world, and some unscrupulous people, are turning to Kaem and his company to further our exploitation of orbital space…



The Farm Book 1: Behind The Curve (Behind The Curve - The Farm)

Author: Boyd Craven III

People Started Getting Sick

When the pandemic hit, nobody was expecting it to be as bad as it was. The economy barely survived the lockdowns, but it staggered along until civil unrest

shattered people’s hope of better times to come. With it being an election year, more and more Americans were waking up to the idea that they truly were behind

the curve. The hope was; if they did not get sick, run out of money, or they could avoid violent mobs, they would be fine. The collapse happened so gradually;

nobody saw it coming but the very few.

Life-long friends

Three doctors, a realtor, a contractor, and a pro shooter/model, make up the couples who had been lifelong friends and pooled their money to prepare for hard

times. They soon find out money cannot buy you everything, even safety and security.

A jealous rancher wants to buy their land and does not want to take “no” for an answer. More than once, Lyle and his family are found on the wrong side of the

fence. With human remains found on the new property, the mystery deepens, as the world around them slowly descends into chaos.

The Tinderbox: Soldier of Indira

Author: Lou Diamond Phillips

From the imagination of actor Lou Diamond Phillips (La Bamba, Stargate Universe, Prodigal Son) comes an epic and unforgettable Science Fantasy tale.

Two worlds at war will bring them together... or tear them apart...

Everson didn't want to be a soldier. His parents forced him to serve, as all good Indiran men should. The only problem? His first battle against their mortal

enemies goes horribly wrong and he winds up stranded on the enemy planet.

Now, Everson has to survive in this strange new land where everyone is out to get him. Not to mention, the planet Mano is covered in unforgiving desert. And he's

the target of traitors who want to use him in a dastardly plot to overthrow their mad king, Xander the Firm, by having him retrieve a piece of mysterious and

powerful ancient technology known as the Tinderbox.

But everything changes during a chance encounter with the king's daughter, Allegra. Despite her station, she's in as grave of danger from her own people as

Everson is. And though their peoples have been at odds for centuries, an unlikely spark forms between them.

As their worlds come crashing down around them, their forbidden love might be the only chance to end this war forever. Or, it might just be the doom of

everyone...

Imagine the intrigue of Game of Thrones mixed with the star-crossed romance of Romeo and Juliet... but in space! Inspired by Hans Christian

Andersen's famous fairy tale of the same name, Soldier of Indira is perfect for fans of Outlander, Dune, Aurora Rising, and Stardust.

Grab your copy today!

Ruins of the Earth

Author: Christopher Hopper

A secret buried in the Antarctic. 

 

A puzzle unsolved for thousands of years. 

 

And a Brooklyn-born Master Gunnery Sergeant who's royally pissed that he has to babysit the researchers sent to figure it all out. 

 

Patrick "Wic" Finnegan's last op as a Marine Raider before retirement sends him to the frozen Ellsworth Subglacial Highlands. The only reason he's here? 

 

He owes a favor to an old friend—but that doesn't mean he has to like it. 

 

When Wic finally sees what the team has uncovered, he can't believe his eyes, nor is he prepared for the violence to come. 

 

Soon, the portal opens and unleashes a storm of unbridled fury upon humanity. 

 

From the Antarctic tundra to the streets of Manhattan, Wic and his team will be pushed to their limits as they fight to hold back Earth's ultimate threat. 



The odds are against them. Governments are toppling. And the Earth is falling into ruin. 

 

Join bestselling authors Christopher Hopper and J.N. Chaney on what readers call a "non-stop, break-neck thrill ride into metaspace." For fans of District 9,

Expeditionary Force, and Galaxy's Edge, this is one military sci-fi thriller you won't be able to put down, and the official prequel to the hit series Ruins of the

Galaxy.

The Princess Crown: A young adult dystopian romance (The Princess Trials Book 3)

Author: Cordelia K Castel

She wanted to destroy the monarchy.

Now she must battle to save her prince.

Zea resumes her role as a spy but this time against the people she once pledged her loyalty—the Red Runners.

Rescuing Prince Kevon won’t be easy, especially when suspicion plagues Zea's every step. She also doesn’t know how the prince will react to learning her

terrible truth.

Lies are uncovered, hearts broken… Can Zea and Prince Kevon overcome their differences, save Phangloria and find love?

Perfect for fans of The Hunger Games and The Selection, this exciting tale of courage, intrigue, and betrayal will have you turning pages. SERIES COMPLETE!

The Farm Book 2 : Behind The Curve (Behind The Curve - The Farm)

Author: Boyd Craven III

Securing Their Sanctuary

The Sheriff's Department is forced to hand the investigation of the bones to the state police. The case has become too big for the department to investigate alone.

The group complies and tries their best to mend fences within the law enforcement community and the neighbors. Surprisingly, their generosity is much

appreciated.

A man with a heart set on revenge

As the virus ravaged US businesses, the effects could be felt all the way down to the supermarket. The USDA and FDA started imposing purchasing limits on

essentials, especially food. They have volunteered to buy any excesses that do not get sold while they attempt to stop people from 'hoarding' food and

necessities so they can be redistributed to those in greater need.

A President who had enough

With the POTUS's proclamation that Antifa and those who would loot and burn down the country be arrested, the violence only intensified. Agent Sullivan and

Jake Kendricks both have their shots at the Langtry farm, who just will not comply. Will their efforts work, or will they be behind the curve?

Iron Prince (Warformed: Stormweaver Book 1)

Author: Bryce O'Connor

Reidon Ward will become a god.

He doesn't know it yet, of course. Reidon was born weak, sickly and small. Afflicted with a painful disease and abandoned by his parents because of it, he has

had to fight tooth and nail for every minor advantage life has allowed him.

His perseverance has not gone unnoticed, however, and when the most powerful artificial intelligence in human history takes an interest in him, things began to

change quickly. Granted a CAD—a Combat Assistance Device—with awful specs but an infinite potential for growth, Reidon finds himself at the bottom of his

class at the Galens Institute, one of the top military academies in the Collective. Along with his best friend, Viviana Arada, Reidon will have to start his long climb

through the school rankings, and on to the combat tournament circuits that have become humanity's greatest source of excitement and entertainment.

So begins the rise of a god. So begins the ascent of the Stormweaver.

Overworld (Dragon Mage Saga Book 1): A fantasy post-apocalyptic story

Author: Rohan M. Vider



A magic apocalypse. Refugees from Earth. A new world. Elves, orcs, and dragons!

Portals from Overworld have appeared on Earth, and beings intent on conscripting humanity into the mysterious Trials have invaded.

Earth is doomed. Humanity has been exiled. Can Jamie save mankind?

Jamie Sinclair, a young man with unique gifts, must find a way for his family and friends to survive Earth's destruction and build a new home in Overworld.

The Trials is not a game. Will Jamie survive its challenges?

Join Jamie as he struggles through the brutal Trials while wrestling with his new magics and Overworld's game-like dynamics.

A fantasy post-apocalyptic survival story of one man's journey to save humanity.

Don't Move

Author: James S. Murray

From the authors of the bestselling Awakened trilogy.

Megan Forrester has barely survived the unthinkable. Six months ago, she witnessed a horrific accident that killed her husband and son, and lives with the guilt of

knowing she could have done more to save them. Now, Megan hopes to mend the pieces of her broken spirit by attending a local church group’s annual camping

trip. But the church group members—riddled with dark secrets of their own—make a catastrophic navigational mistake, leaving them stranded in an untouched

canyon in the West Virginian national forest.

Isolated from any chance of help or rescue, Megan and the others quickly realize why this side of the canyon has never been surveyed by humankind: it’s home

to a terrifying prehistoric arachnid that patiently stalks its prey through even the slightest movement or vibration in the forest. And it’s desperate for a meal.

Grief-stricken and haunted by her tragic loss, Megan now faces her ultimate test of endurance. Can she outwit a bloodthirsty creature hellbent on ensuring that no

one gets out of alive? When a single wrong turn can mean death, she only has one option: DON’T MOVE.

The Solar War (The Long Winter Trilogy Book 2)

Author: A.G. Riddle

* Now a Wall Street Journal bestseller! * 

 

We thought the war was over. 

We were wrong. 

 

They decimated Earth during the Long Winter. Now the grid has returned, and they won’t stop until the human race is extinct. 

 

On a ruined world, humanity’s last survivors fight against impossible odds. In their darkest hour, they discover a new hope for survival. But it comes at an 

unthinkable price, with consequences that will change everything. 

 

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.” 

—Daily Mail 

 

 

Note: The Solar War is the second book in The Long Winter trilogy (which began with Winter World). 

 

Filled with real science and shocking twists readers have come to love in the series, The Solar War will keep you up late into the night turning the pages—and 

leave you pondering the revelations long after it’s over. 

 

 

Selected Praise For A.G. Riddle 

 

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian on Pandemic 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels” 

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure 

 

“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—DEPARTURE has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.” 

—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander 



 

An Extended Look at The Solar War 

 

After the Long Winter, Emma Matthews and James Sinclair hoped life would get back to normal. They’ve settled down in Camp Seven and welcomed their first

child, a daughter. And they have waited and watched the sky for any signs of the grid’s return. 

 

When NASA discovers that several asteroids have broken from the Kuiper Belt and are headed for Earth, James instantly realizes the truth: the grid is back. And

this battle will be one to the very end. 

 

As he and his team prepare for humanity’s last stand in space and on the ground, Emma makes a discovery closer to home, one that will change life for her and

James once again. 

 

With war raging around them, Emma and James fight to keep their family alive. In the cold darkness, humanity splinters. New alliances emerge. At every turn,

Emma and James face new dangers—and question whom to trust. 

 

Just when it seems that all hope is lost, James uncovers what may be the key to humanity’s survival. But it comes with enormous risks. To implement his plan, he

and Emma will have to survive the grid and another, even more deadly enemy. One thing is certain: their gambit will change the future of the human race forever. 

 

 

About the Author 

 

A.G. Riddle’s debut novel, The Atlantis Gene, became a global phenomenon, topping best seller charts in the US and abroad. Every year, Amazon compiles a list

of the top 100 bestselling Kindle eBooks of the year (by total sales volume). The Atlantis Gene has made Amazon’s annual Kindle bestseller list an

unprecedented five years in a row—every year since the book’s release (2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017). Since then, Riddle has released eight more novels,

selling millions of copies in two dozen languages. His books feature a unique mix of science, history, and suspense that has delighted fans of Michael Crichton,

Dan Brown, Clive Cussler, and James Rollins and continues to sell year after year. He lives in Raleigh, North Carolina. 

 

NOTE: this novel is available in a variety of formats: as an eBook on Kindle Fire and Kindle eReader, as an Audible audiobook, and in print (paperback and

hardcover). It is also enrolled in Kindle Unlimited where subscribers can read for free.

Split Second (Split Second Book 1)

Author: Douglas E. Richards

A stunningly original twist on time travel.  Amazon's #1 novel in both the "thriller" and "science fiction" categories for over seven months.    

 

What if you found a way to send something back in time? But not weeks, days, or even minutes back. What if you could only send something back a fraction of a 

second? Would this be of any use? You wouldn't have nearly enough time to right a wrong, change an event, or win a lottery. 

 

Nathan Wexler is a brilliant physicist who thinks he's found a way to send matter a split second back into the past. But before he can even confirm his findings, he 

and his wife-to-be, Jenna Morrison, find themselves in a battle for their very lives. Because while time travel to an instant earlier seems useless, Jenna comes to 

learn that no capability in history has ever been more profound or far-reaching. 

 

Now, as Jenna fights to defeat the powerful forces arrayed against her, nothing less than the fate of humanity hangs in the balance . . . 

 

SPLIT SECOND is a roller-coaster ride of a thriller, one that will have readers pondering the nature of time, and of reality, long after they've read the last page. 

 

"Richards is a worthy successor to Michael Crichton." (SF Book.com) 

 

"Richards is an extraordinary writer," (Dean Koontz) who can, "keep you turning the pages all night long." (Douglas Preston) 

 

Near-Future Science Fiction Thrillers by Douglas E. Richards 

WIRED (Wired 1) 

AMPED (Wired2)  

 

MIND'S EYE (Nick Hall 1) 

BRAINWEB(Nick Hall 2) 

MIND WAR (Nick Hall 3)  

 

SPLIT SECOND (Split Second 1) 

TIME FRAME (Split Second2)  

 

THE ENIGMA CUBE (Alien Artifact 1) 

APIVOT IN TIME (Alien Artifact 2) 

 

QUANTUM LENS 

GAME CHANGER 

INFINITY BORN



SEEKER 

VERACITY 

ORACLE  

 

 

Kids Science-Fiction Thrillers (9 and up, enjoyed by kids and adults alike) 

TRAPPED (Prometheus Project 1) 

CAPTURED(Prometheus Project 2) 

STRANDED (Prometheus Project 3) 

 

OUT OF THIS WORLD 

THE DEVIL'S SWORD

Dragons Don't Eat Meat: A Paranormal Suspense Novel with a Touch of Romance (Valkyrie Bestiary Book 1)

Author: Kim McDougall

Someone is killing dragons. And the killings point to a civil war brewing among the fae.

When Kyra Greene finds an abandoned baby dragon, she doesn’t want to bring him home. But until she can hunt down his thunder and stop the dragon killers,

she’s on babysitting duty. As a pest controller with a soft heart, Kyra already has an apartment full of rescues, including a basilisk who thinks he’s a turkey, a

banshee nanny, and even a pygmy kraken. She might take care of them, but they also fill her need for family. And when that family is threatened, she’ll risk

everything to save them. She’ll even join forces with the handsome and irritating captain of the city’s vigilante Guardians, who never fails to show up at her most

undignified moments.

Along with a quirky cast of misfits and unruly critters, Kyra leaves the safety of Montreal Ward and travels through the dangerous Inbetween—the land beyond the

protected city states, where magic is the only rule of law. Can she reunite the lost dragon with his thunder and stop a new and sinister force from invading their

home? 

Dragons Don’t Eat Meat is the first book in the Valkyrie Bestiary paranormal suspense series. If you’re looking for a laugh-out-loud adventure, delightfully evil

critters, and a slow-burn romance, you’ll love this page-turning series by Kim McDougall.

Get Dragons Don’t Eat Meat today and ride along with Kyra Greene, pest controller of fantastic beasts.

The Princess Games: A young adult dystopian romance (The Princess Trials Book 2)

Author: Cordelia K Castel

Zea’s adventure continues in the page-turning sequel to The Princess Trials.

The stakes are higher and the competition more brutal in round two of the Princess Trials. Zea’s relationship with Prince Kevon intensifies, and she must choose

between the prince and the rebel who holds her heart.

When her enemies uncover a secret that drives a rift between Zea and Prince Kevon, she’s not only battling for survival but facing execution.

Perfect for fans of The Hunger Games and The Selection, this exciting tale of courage, intrigue, and betrayal will have you turning pages.

Network Effect: A Murderbot Novel (The Murderbot Diaries Book 5)

Author: Martha Wells

The first full-length novel in Martha Wells' New York Times and USA Today bestselling Murderbot Diaries series. 

 

"I caught myself rereading my favorite parts... and I can’t recommend it enough." — New York Times 

 

 

You know that feeling when you’re at work, and you’ve had enough of people, and then the boss walks in with yet another job that needs to be done right this 

second or the world will end, but all you want to do is go home and binge your favorite shows? And you're a sentient murder machine programmed for 

destruction? Congratulations, you're Murderbot. 

 

Come for the pew-pew space battles, stay for the most relatable A.I. you’ll read this century. 

 

— 

 

I’m usually alone in my head, and that’s where 90 plus percent of my problems are.



 

When Murderbot's human associates (not friends, never friends) are captured and another not-friend from its past requires urgent assistance, Murderbot must

choose between inertia and drastic action. 

 

Drastic action it is, then. 

 

At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Lost Colony (The Long Winter Trilogy Book 3)

Author: A.G. Riddle

Can humanity survive on a new world?

On Eos, the last survivors of the Long Winter face their greatest challenge yet—and race to unravel the deepest secrets of the grid. It’s a journey across space

and time and into humanity’s past and future—with a twist you’ll never forget.

NOTE: The Lost Colony is a full-length novel (384 pages in print). It is the third and final book in The Long Winter trilogy, which began with Winter World.

Don’t miss the thrilling conclusion to this Wall Street Journal bestselling trilogy.

Selected Praise for A.G. Riddle

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.”

—The Guardian on Pandemic

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...”

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels”

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.”

—Daily Mail on The Solar War

“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—DEPARTURE has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.”

—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander

An Extended Look at The Lost Colony

The last survivors of the human race escaped a ruined Earth. Their new homeworld—Eos—seemed perfect at first. Warm. Hospitable. Safe from the grid. But

everything isn’t as it seems.

The first colony of settlers—from the Carthage—have disappeared. Their settlement is still there, but everyone is gone. As James digs into the mystery of the lost

colony, he discovers a series of spheres, buried on Eos. Are they the key to finding the lost colonists? Or are they responsible for their deaths?

Just as James is unraveling the secrets of the spheres, a storm hits Jericho City. Emma, recently elected mayor, struggles to lead her people to safety while

James tries to make his way home. In the middle of the chaos, a new danger emerges—a threat no one saw coming.

With time running out to save the colonists, James and Emma face their hardest choice yet.

About the Author

A.G. Riddle’s debut novel, The Atlantis Gene, became a global phenomenon, topping best seller charts in the US and abroad. Every year, Amazon compiles a list

of the top 100 bestselling Kindle eBooks of the year (by total sales volume). The Atlantis Gene has made Amazon’s annual Kindle bestseller list an

unprecedented five years in a row—every year since the book’s release (2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017). Since then, Riddle has released eight more novels,

selling millions of copies in two dozen languages. His books feature a unique mix of science, history, and suspense that has delighted fans of Michael Crichton,

Dan Brown, Clive Cussler, and James Rollins and continues to sell year after year. He lives in Raleigh, North Carolina.

NOTE: this novel is available in a variety of formats: as an eBook on Kindle Fire and Kindle eReader, as an Audible audiobook, and in print (paperback and

hardcover). It is also enrolled in Kindle Unlimited where subscribers can read for free.



The Space-Time Conundrum: A Funny Sci-fi Space Adventure (Captain Quasar Book 1)

Author: Milo James Fowler

Captain Quasar is out of time.

Pursued by vengeful Goobalob toll collectors, savage Arachnoid bounty hunters, and formidable Amazonians, Captain Bartholomew Quasar must do whatever he

can to keep the crew of the Effervescent Magnitude out of harm's way.

All in a day's work—except time is not on his side.

Torn from the present to relive his past, he vows to keep mistakes from occurring the second time around. But is he doomed to repeat history? Or can he erase

his regrets?

Villains will be vanquished. Lives will be lost. Bonds will be betrayed. Heroes will be heroic. Join the crew of the Effervescent Magnitude for a hilarious time-travel

space adventure the likes of which you've never seen!

The Hitchhiker's Guide meets Star Trek in this series for fans of Galaxy Quest, Guardians of the Galaxy, and Star Wars Legends.

Descend- Going Deeper

Author: David Burke

Jay has gotten his cluster to come together.

But new challenges always appear.

Most frustrating is an old crush from Earth joins them and throws questions

into all of Jay's relationships.

One truth remains. Their only hope is to grow stronger.

To do that they have to descend deeper into the dungeon.

At the same time, Jay has to decide how he feels about the women in his life.

Warning: this book contains detailed adult activities and unconventional relationships.

Junkyard Spaceship (Junkyard Pirate Book 3)

Author: Jamie McFarlane

When aliens threaten his country, one grumpy old vet will take the fight to the stars.

Albert Jenkins would like nothing more than to putter around his junkyard, selling parts and working on old cars. When an alien spacecraft is shot down by US Air

Defense and crash lands on his newly rebuilt home, he’s dragged back into the fight of his life. Lightyears away, a war for the control of Earth looms and

humanity’s freedom hangs in the balance. Previously kicked off Earth, the Korgul are back and they are willing to destroy any who stand in their way.

To join the action, AJ lacks just one thing, a spaceship. With only a junkyard full of old parts, he’ll need help to get his plan off the ground. Fortunately, he’s got a

plucky, pop culture loving, nano-sized symbiote who’s managed to roll back the damages of eighty years of hard living. With dogged determination he’ll repurpose

an old, reclaimed shuttle and build a spaceship so he can join the fight one more time.

Buy Junkyard Spaceship today and send AJ to the stars to kick some alien butt!

New Madrid Earthquake: A Disaster Thriller

Author: Bobby Akart

In the not too distant past, along the Mississippi River, 

North America tried to tear itself in half.



It failed. It won't the second time. 

New Madrid. 

 

A standalone disaster thriller from international bestselling author, Bobby Akart, one of America's favorite storytellers, who delivers up-all-night thrillers to readers

in 245 countries and territories worldwide. 

 

"Akart is a master of suspense, keeping us on the edge of our seats. But, he does it with fact-based fiction that would scare even the most hardened

readers." 

 

Two hundred years ago, several faults within the New Madrid seismic zone along the Mississippi River ruptured triggering some of the largest earthquakes in

American history. The three massive quakes ripped open America's Heartland, shaking residents as far away as New York City and Washington, DC while

ringing church bells in Boston and Charleston, South Carolina. 

 

"No one can research like Bobby Akart and then turn this meticulous research into one exciting thrill ride." 

 

Akart's standalone novel, New Madrid, is based on actual events. It just hasn't happened yet, until now. 200 years after the historic quake sequence of 1811-12,

it's reawakened. 

 

"This is a story of fortitude and love for family - do you have what it takes to survive and make it back to your loved ones." 

 

The New Madrid fault zone, six times larger than the San Andreas in California, has generated a series of massive earthquakes thrusting the Atwood and

Chandler families in a fight to survive. Attorney Jack Atwood and his brother-in-law Tony Chandler are winding up their year-end tax planning presentation atop

The Met, a skyscraper in St. Louis, before returning to Memphis for their family's Christmas celebration. Jill Atwood, her daughter Emily and teenage son Tate,

are in a downtown Memphis performing arts theater attending the dress rehearsal for Emily's Christmas pageant. Beth Chandler, 28 weeks pregnant, together

with her 3-year old autistic son, are traveling from Louisiana to join the rest of the family in Memphis. 

 

Will they arrive for Christmas? Will they arrive at all? Their lives are about to change forever. 

 

"You are there. Feeling what they feel. Anger, joy, love, mourning. You feel it all. Not everyone can write a book like this. It takes a special writer to

make you feel a book." 

 

Bobby Akart has delivered intense, up-all-night thrillers causing you to whisper just one more chapter until the end. 

 

Prepare to be shaken.

Alpha Zero (Alpha LitRPG Book 1)

Author: Arthur Stone

I should not exist.

All children like me are stillborn, or die in infancy. Those who cannot grow stronger, die. No empty child has ever reached a year of age, yet I am now thirteen.

It has been a long and miserable thirteen years, where the best I can manage to do is walk with difficulty. Sometimes, I cannot even manage that.

My clan has paid dearly for every minute of my life. And money is not so easy to obtain, here at the edge of civilization.

Perhaps I might have lived in this state for many years. A cripple, strong in mind but feeble in body. But when some unexpected guests came to our estate,

everything changed. I would die at last – or, I would learn to survive on my own.

Teacher For An Alien Doctor: A SciFi Alien Romance (Intergalactic Exchange Program Book 3)

Author: Roxie Ray

I can’t trust an alien man after what was done to my sister.

June became an alien bride when I was fifteen. She died on Tracorox six years later.

Now I’m responsible for her child, and I’m determined to find out how she really died.

Accident?

I don’t think so.

I joined IEP to get off Earth and find information about my sister.

I never expected to find a mate of my own.

Soren, the alien doctor, makes me burn with need.

I’ve never wanted any man – or alien – before.

But I can’t deny the way he makes me feel.

If I become his mate, will I be able to find justice for my sister?

Nurse For An Alien Warrior: A SciFi Alien Romance (Intergalactic Exchange Program Book 2)



Author: Roxie Ray

I’m supposed to care for a kid, not make one!

Space needs nurses.

That’s what they told me, and that’s why I agreed to go.

They say Raider is the last place I want to end up, but I’m up to the challenge.

I’ll care for the warlord’s child.

One problem.

He wants me to make said child.

With him.

No. Not happening. Never.

I’m not selling my body to some brute!

But Kain isn’t the brute I imagined. And the longer I’m on Raider, the longer I wonder if belonging to him would be so bad...

Sixth Realm Part 2: A litRPG Fantasy series (The Ten Realms Book 7)

Author: Michael Chatfield

Fighting in the shadows.

Enemy at their backs.

Will Alva's Secret be revealed?

As Erik and Rugrat return to Alva they find that things have only heated up in their time away. The Adventurer's Guild moves in the shadows with Alva's support.

With all of their preparations are they ready to take on a powerful sect from the sixth realm?

Star Guild Saga Boxed Set: The Complete Series

Author: Brandon Ellis

Get this completed series in one giant boxed set today!■

Veil Rising

Abducted along with thousands of others. Transported to a world of slavery for alien masters. Mind-wiped, so every hellish day in the mines feels like

just another job shift.

This has been going on for millennia. And one day, archaeologist Ali Johnson decodes an ancient Sumerian tablet that unveils the truth. Those secrets set her on

a trail of clues that lead to the right place at the absolute wrong time.

The plan to keep humanity at heel relies on periodic purges, and the countdown to genocide is ticking. Ali may be the spark that ignites galactic rebellion.

But before she can save mankind, she must remember who she is, what she’s lost, and why one terrible figure continues to haunt her dreams.

Backlash Rising

After narrowly escaping her enemy, Ali reels back from the edge of death.

She finds herself surrounded by a strange subterranean species who hide from the enslavement she just fled. Some think Ali is the long-awaited key to their

salvation. Others want her killed.

But Ali doesn’t have time for life-or-death politics. She knows the Annunaki overlords have a planet-killing weapon en route. Her friends, family, along with the

entire Bawn race, face annihilation…except for those willing to betray and sabotage for the Annunaki cause.

Ali may only have days to unravel the knot of doom tightening around them all. Still, she can’t escape one mounting fear: What if this threat is only a trial run for

the Annunaki? What if the real target is Ali’s home, the birthplace of humanity and all the rebellion that comes with it -- Earth?



Alliance Rising

The aliens want her dead. Easier said than done.

Ali, archaeologist and expert at cuneiform translation, knows about the long-departed Anunnaki slavers, not just because of the ancient writings she has found in

Mesopotamia, but because she has their blood running through her veins.

Now Ali’s found a terrifying truth:

The Anunnaki are coming back.

The powers afforded by Ali’s dangerous mixed blood make it just conceivable she can stop them… once she hooks up with the Space Templars.

Oh, and they have to fix a little problem: the Anunnaki left behind portals all around the Earth through which they can pour millions of troops in a matter of

minutes.

Step one: Close the back doors.

So the race is on:

Can Ali kill the portals before the Anunnaki kill her?

Edge of Survival : A Post-Apocalyptic EMP Survival Thriller (Edge of Collapse Book 6)

Author: Kyla Stone

What lines will you cross to survive?

Three months after an EMP attack destroys the U.S. power grid, starvation and disease have killed millions. With the end of winter finally in sight, the town of Fall

Creek, Michigan balances on the precipice of collapse.

They have suffered and sacrificed. But to forge a future worth living, they will have to face the darkness within themselves. Each must decide--will they retain their

humanity or choose survival at any cost?

Read the penultimate installment in the Edge of Collapse survival series now!

When the country goes dark, ordinary people find themselves facing the end of the world as they know it. With society collapsing before their eyes, they must risk

everything to protect their home and the people they love.

From USA Today Bestselling author Kyla Stone comes the Edge of Collapse series, a gripping EMP survival story featuring flawed, complex characters and

riveting action adventure. Perfect for fans of Ryan Schow, Grace Hamilton, Harley Tate, Jack Hunt, and Boyd Craven.

*Rated PG-13 for mild language and moderate violence*

What readers are saying about Edge of Survival:

"Another must read! If there was only one author I could recommend to anyone, it would be Kyla Stone."

"Excellent series you don't want to miss! This series is a highly researched and a well written journey that takes the reader along for the ride."

"Non-stop action from start to finish, the newest book in the series does not disappoint!"

"WOW! JUST WOW. Keeps the reader fully engrossed. I LOVE THIS SERIES, and #6 is the best so far!"

"Riveting, engrossing, draws you into the plot and holds onto you. I could almost feel the fear, the fire, and tension. Another really good Kyla Stone read!"

"Apocalyptic fiction at its best!"

"An exciting heart-wrenching read! As they continue their struggles for survival and humanity, Stone's characters grab us and drag us along for the ride. We

sigh, growl, cheer, flinch and hold our breath as we read well into the night!"

Alone (The Girl in the Box Book 1)



Author: Robert J. Crane

The first edge-of-your-seat novel in the million-selling Girl in the Box Series by Robert J. Crane.

Sienna Nealon was a 17 year-old girl who had been held prisoner in her own house by her mother for twelve years. Then one day her mother vanished, and

Sienna woke up to find two strange men in her home. On the run, unsure of who to turn to and discovering she possesses mysterious powers, Sienna finds

herself pursued by a shadowy agency known as the Directorate and hunted by a vicious psychopath named Wolfe, each of which is determined to capture her for

their own purposes...

What readers are saying:

“...The right mix of history, mystery, romance, excitement, who-dunnits & yeah, sci-fi.” ★★★★★

“...I haven't been drawn in this much since The Hunger Games.” ★★★★★

“A thrill ride with a kick butt heroine. When you find a writer that gives you everything you want in a book: emotion, mystery, humor, and of course, some kick ass

fight scenes, you have to become a fan.” ★★★★★

Never Let Me Go

Author: Kazuo Ishiguro

*Kazuo Ishiguro's new novel Klara and the Sun is now available to preorder*

One of the most acclaimed novels of the 21st Century, from the Nobel Prize-winning author

Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize

Kazuo Ishiguro imagines the lives of a group of students growing up in a darkly skewed version of contemporary England. Narrated by Kathy, now thirty-one,

Never Let Me Go dramatises her attempts to come to terms with her childhood at the seemingly idyllic Hailsham School and with the fate that has always awaited

her and her closest friends in the wider world. A story of love, friendship and memory, Never Let Me Go is charged throughout with a sense of the fragility of life.

'Exquisite.' Guardian

'A feat of imaginative sympathy.' New York Times

What readers are saying:

'A book I will return to again and again, and one that keeps me thinking even after finishing it. 5/5 stars'

'I loved it, every single word of it.'

'It took me wholly by surprise.'

'Utterly beautiful.'

'Essentially perfect.'

The Alien King's Prey: A Dark Alien Romance (Royal Aliens)

Author: Loki Renard

Submit, or be hunted.

King Archon is a dominant, ruthless hunter interested only in war and conquest - much to the sorrow of his advisors who insist he should select a mate and

produce an heir.

To escape the expectations of court, Archon travels to break a human rebellion. When one of the human females defies him and escapes his wrath, she marks

herself as his prey. He vows to hunt her to the very end of her world and exact punishing justice on her tender flesh.

A young human woman has almost no chance against an all powerful alien king, but Iris is not as weak as she seems. This will be Archon's most dangerous hunt

yet.

This enemies-to-lovers alien romance features dark themes and wicked acts. Reader discretion is advised.

Fair Warning (Jack McEvoy Book 3)



Author: Michael Connelly

The hero of The Poet and The Scarecrow is back in this thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling author Michael Connelly. Jack McEvoy, the

journalist who never backs down, tracks a serial killer who has been operating completely under the radar—until now. 

A Kirkus Best Book of 2020

Veteran reporter Jack McEvoy has taken down killers before, but when a woman he had a one-night stand with is murdered in a particularly brutal way, McEvoy

realizes he might be facing a criminal mind unlike any he's ever encountered.

Jack investigates—against the warnings of the police and his own editor—and makes a shocking discovery that connects the crime to other mysterious deaths

across the country. Undetected by law enforcement, a vicious killer has been hunting women, using genetic data to select and stalk his targets.

Uncovering the murkiest corners of the dark web, Jack races to find and protect the last source who can lead him to his quarry. But the killer has already chosen

his next target, and he's ready to strike.

Terrifying and unputdownable, Fair Warning shows once again why "Michael Connelly has earned his place in the pantheon of great crime fiction writers"

(Chicago Sun-Times).

Edge of Collapse: A Post-Apocalyptic EMP Survival Thriller

Author: Kyla Stone

In the dead of winter, an EMP attack destroys the U.S. power grid.

No electricity. No cars or phones. The country is plunged into instant chaos.

But for Hannah Sheridan, it's the best day of her life. For the last five years, she's been the captive of a sadistic psychopath--until the EMP releases the lock of

her prison.

Battered but not broken, she emerges from her underground cell into a hostile winter wilderness with nothing but her determination to survive.

Reclusive ex-soldier Liam Coleman is headed nowhere fast. He believed he was prepared for any disaster, until the EMP took everything he'd ever cared about in

a matter of seconds.

Two hundred frozen, perilous miles stand between them and their destination in rural Michigan. But the killing cold isn't the only threat, for Hannah's captor isn't

about to let her go...

When the country goes dark, ordinary people find themselves facing the end of the world as they know it. With society collapsing before their eyes, they'll have to

risk everything to protect their home and the people they love.

From USA Today Bestselling Author Kyla Stone comes the Edge of Collapse series, a gripping EMP apocalypse story featuring flawed, complex characters and

high-octane action adventure. A character-driven survival thriller perfect for fans of Mike Kraus, Matthew Mather, Grace Hamilton, Jacqueline Druga, and Jack

Hunt.

*This is the first book in a series. Rated PG-13 for mild language and moderate violence*

What readers are saying about Edge of Collapse:

"I started reading an EMP Apoc book and came out with so much more than I ever could have imagined! I'm pretty sure I read the majority of this book with

my mouth hanging open in shock. Five stars!" -Amazon reviewer

"Intense and spellbinding, and you won't want to put it down except to catch your breath!" -Amazon reviewer

"This one kept me on the edge of my seat, up past my bedtime with nonstop tension. I love post-apocalyptic fiction, and Kyla Stone is one of the best in this

genre." -Amazon reviewer

"I woke up at midnight to read this book when it released. Kyla, you have once again outdone yourself with this series which is like non other I've read!"

-Amazon reviewer

"Wow! What a story! A nail-biting apocalyptic end of the world scenario. Five stars!" -Amazon reviewer

"I absolutely loved the twist to the normal EMP story! What an action-packed and emotional story. I can't wait to see what happens next."-Amazon reviewer

"I am an avid post-apocalyptic reader, but this book combines that genre with a suspense/thriller component and is a step above the usual Post Apocalypse

fiction. Five stars!" -Amazon reviewer

"A thrilling read from start to finish!" -Amazon reviewer



Junkyard Pirate

Author: Jamie McFarlane

Knocking at death’s door. Bargaining for a second chance. Seems like a heck of a way to find out about an alien

invasion…

Vietnam vet Albert Jenkins is battling a bulging waistline and a passion for drink. So when a towering pile of scrap rocket parts falls and crushes the stubborn

curmudgeon, he thinks it’s finally the end. But just as he’s about to take one final breath, a snarky alien parasite offers him a deal: his life in return for sharing his

body.

With a little coaxing from his new pop-culture-loving inner resident, AJ’s broken carcass improves so much that even an old flame is impressed. But his bright

outlook fizzles when he discovers he's at ground zero of a galactic conspiracy to strip Earth of precious resources humans don't even know exist.

Can the unlikely partners join forces and use AJ's rusty military skills to raise the alarm? Or, will the alien invaders put him down once and for all?

Junkyard Pirate is the first book in an imaginative space opera series. If you like grizzled soldiers, clever twists and turns, and intergalactic tactical pairings, then

you’ll love Jamie McFarlane’s fast-paced alien adventure.

Buy Junkyard Pirate to boot the invaders back to where they came from today!

To Sleep in a Sea of Stars

Author: Christopher Paolini

Now a New York Times and USA Today bestseller!

Winner of Best Science Fiction in the 2020 Goodreads Choice Awards!

To Sleep in a Sea of Stars is a brand new epic novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author of Eragon, Christopher Paolini.

Kira Navárez dreamed of life on new worlds.

Now she's awakened a nightmare.

During a routine survey mission on an uncolonized planet, Kira finds an alien relic. At first she's delighted, but elation turns to terror when the ancient dust around

her begins to move.

As war erupts among the stars, Kira is launched into a galaxy-spanning odyssey of discovery and transformation. First contact isn't at all what she imagined, and

events push her to the very limits of what it means to be human.

While Kira faces her own horrors, Earth and its colonies stand upon the brink of annihilation. Now, Kira might be humanity's greatest and final hope . . .

At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Leviathan Wakes (The Expanse Book 1)

Author: James S. A. Corey

NOW A PRIME ORIGINAL SERIES 

 

Leviathan Wakes is the first book in the New York Times bestselling and Hugo-award winning Expanse series - over 4 million copies sold worldwide. 

 

'Interplanetary adventure the way it ought to be' George R. R. Martin 

 

Humanity has colonised the solar system - Mars, the Moon, the Asteroid Belt and beyond - but the stars are still out of our reach. 

 

Jim Holden is an officer on an ice miner making runs from the rings of Saturn to the mining stations of the Belt. When he and his crew discover a derelict ship 

called the Scopuli, they suddenly find themselves in possession of a deadly secret. A secret that someone is willing to kill for, and on an unimaginable scale. War 

is coming to the system, unless Jim can find out who abandoned the ship and why. 

 

Detective Miller is looking for a girl. One girl in a system of billions, but her parents have money - and money talks. When the trail leads him to the Scopuli and 

Holden, they both realise this girl may hold the key to everything. 

 

Holden and Miller must thread the needle between the Earth government, the Outer Planet revolutionaries and secret corporations, and the odds are against



them. But out in the Belt, the rules are different, and one small ship can change the fate of the universe. 

 

The Expanse is the biggest science fiction series of the last decade and is now a major TV series. 

 

Praise for the Expanse: 

 

'The science fictional equivalent of A Song of Ice and Fire' NPR Books 

 

'As close as you'll get to a Hollywood blockbuster in book form' io9.com 

 

'Great characters, excellent dialogue, memorable fights' wired.com 

 

'High adventure equalling the best space opera has to offer, cutting-edge technology and a group of unforgettable characters . . . Perhaps one of the

best tales the genre has yet to produce' Library Journal 

 

'This is the future the way it's supposed to be' Wall Street Journal 

 

'Tense and thrilling' SciFiNow 

 

The Expanse series: 

Leviathan Wakes 

Caliban's War 

Abaddon's Gate 

Cibola Burn 

Nemesis Games 

Babylon's Ashes 

Persepolis Rising 

Tiamat's Wrath 

Leviathan Falls (coming 2021) 

Breakthrough

Author: Michael C. Grumley

ONE OF THE GREATEST BREAKTHROUGHS IN HUMAN HISTORY.

A SECRET THAT WAS NEVER SUPPOSED TO BE FOUND.

AND A CRISIS THAT CANNOT BE STOPPED.

Deep in the Caribbean Sea, a nuclear submarine is forced to suddenly abort its mission under mysterious circumstances. Strange facts begin to emerge that lead

naval investigator, John Clay, to a small group of marine biologists who are quietly on the verge of making history.

With the help of a powerful computer system, Alison Shaw and her team are preparing to translate the first two-way conversation with the planet's second

smartest species. But the team discovers much more from their dolphins than they ever expected when a secret object is revealed on the ocean floor. One that

was never supposed to be found.

Alison was sure she would never trust the military again. However, when an unknown group immediately becomes interested in her work, Alison realizes John

Clay may be the only person she can trust. Together they must piece together a dangerous puzzle, and the most frightening piece, is the trembling in Antarctica.

To make matters worse, someone from the inside is trying to stop them. Now time is running out...and our understanding of the world is about to change forever.

Brushfire (Expeditionary Force Book 11)

Author: Craig Alanson

Peacetime can be a rough adjustment for the battle-hardened Merry Band of Pirates.

Especially when aliens don’t get the memo that the shooting is over.

Essential Ingersoll Lockwood Collection: 3 Book Collection | Includes Both Baron Trump Novels, Plus 1900,

Or the Last President (Annotated & Illustrated)

Author: Ingersoll Lockwood



Essential Ingersoll Lockwood Collection

The Kindle contains collection of Baron Trump stories.These Books are illustrated with good quality images.

1. The Last President (or 1900)

2. Travels and Adventures of Little Baron Trump and His Wonderful Dog Bulger

3. Baron Trump's Marvelous Underground Journey

• Annotated & Illustrated Edition

• Lending Allowed

• Optimized

The Baron Trump Collection: Travels and Adventures of Little Baron Trump and His Wonderful Dog Bulger,

Baron Trump's Marvelous Underground Journey, the Last President (or 1900)

Author: Lockwood Ingersoll

The Kindle Optimized eBook is a Collection :

*****Travels and Adventures of Little Baron Trump and His Wonderful Dog Bulger

***** Baron Trump's Marvelous Underground Journey

*****The Last President (or 1900)

These eBooks are illustrated and Costs Just a Fraction Compared to paperback edition and Also Environment Friendly.

Descend- First Steps

Author: David Burke

Boredom was killing Jay, not in a dramatic way but in the life of stifled potential way. He wanted more out of life.

Then without any warning he found himself part of an experiment with not even so much as the courtesy of a how do you. do.

It wasn't really all bad though. The fit, busty babes outnumbered him 30 to 1.

Now Jay has to fight to survive. He has to conquer the dungeon or die. On top of that he has to juggle a bunch of gorgeous women, all stuck in the same life or

death fight as him. If ever there was a time for bonding...

Most confusing of all are the messages in his dreams that seem to be coming from himself.

Warning: this book contains detailed adult activities and unconventional relationships.

Dinosaur World 4

Author: Logan Jacobs

The world has gotten horrific since the dinosaurs arrived, and the fight to survive has become desperate.

Jason and his two beautiful girlfriends must set out on a top-priority military mission for the sake of mankind, but with dinosaurs prowling the Earth, nothing’s ever

as easy as they think it’ll be. The dinos were already getting bigger before, but they now seem to be getting smarter, too.

And their appetites have gotten more specific. Looks like the only thing they’re after is human meat.



Possessed: A Sci-Fi Alien Warrior Romance (Raider Warlords of the Vandar Book 1)

Author: Tana Stone

I sacrificed myself to save my sister’s ship. Now the raider warlord owns me.

It was my own fault. I was the navigator of our ship, and I’m the one who led us straight into Vandar territory.

We’d heard rumors about the Vandar raiders—everyone in the galaxy had. Terrifying and ruthless, they were a scourge on the Zagrath empire and destroyed

everything in their path.

Few had actually laid eyes on the Vandar or the notorious warlords who led their fleets of warships—and survived to talk about it. So, when the ruthless aliens

boarded our ship intent on destroying it and killing the crew, I did the only thing I could do.

I gave myself to the dark and menacing warlord. In exchange for allowing my sister’s ship passage out of the Vandar territory, I must share his bed and travel with

his crew of deadly raiders. Even though the sight of the huge, battle-scarred alien terrifies me.

But as I adjust to my new life on a savage warship, I discover that the dominant alien warrior wants more than just my body. He wants to possess my soul. And

he’ll make a new deal with me to get it.

Possessed is a full-length sci-fi romance novel with a HEA and no cheating. It features steamy scenes on a raider warship, alien horde space battles, and some

serious enemies-to-lovers heat.

If you like dominant and dangerous alien warriors, alien abduction to seduction romance, and hot scenes with a happily ever after, you’ll love Possessed, the first

book in Tana Stone’s sci-fi romance Raider Warlords of the Vandar series. Each book can be read as a standalone.

Silver Fox & The Western Hero: Warrior Redeemed: A LitRPG/Wuxia Novel - Book 5

Author: M.H. Johnson

A Princess to Save

A God to Kill

With 20 million lives on the line,

Alex will do whatever it takes to reach the city of Baidushi.

No matter how many obstacles his foes put in his way.

With his fangtian ji now as sharp and bitter as heaven’s tears…

He will cut through them all.

Even after his enemies do the unthinkable.

Destroying his ability to reincarnate, as did every other soul, his countless lives now reduced to one.

So be it.

Now Alex would hold nothing back.

Daring the wrath of the gods above as he embraces the most forbidden of all techniques, infusing himself with the perilous might of Death’s endless

waters as he races to a city in dire peril…

And the princess he has sworn to save.

Eager for a fast-paced Wuxia/LitRPG adventure filled with deadly adversaries, exotic adventures, and mighty cultivators fighting for the power to

topple kingdoms? Then read on!

The Crimson Deathbringer: An Epic Space Opera/Alien Invasion Adventure (The Crimson Deathbringer

Trilogy Book 1)

Author: Sean Robins

When Earth gets embroiled in the middle of an intergalactic war, humanity's only hope for survival rests with a rag-tag team of unlikely heroes which

includes an ace fighter pilot, a stuntwoman, a super-assassin, and an alien prankster.



Jim, a wise-cracking, OCD-suffering fighter pilot, is about to propose to his girlfriend when his friend Kurt surprises them by showing up at his house, wounded

and covered in blood. This is just the beginning of Jim's woes because soon after his life is thrown into a galactic conflict that threatens the very existence of the

human race.

Can our heroes save humanity from the wrath of a galaxy-conquering alien fleet?

The Crimson Deathbringer seamlessly blends breathtaking action sequences with mischievous humor. If you enjoy reading a well-written space opera saga, or

if you are a Star Wars, Star Trek, or Stargate fan, this book, with its nerve-wracking space battles, memorable characters, formidable antagonist, and Game of

Thrones style shocking twists, is written especially for you. Pick it up and see for yourself!

Praise for The Crimson Deathbringer:

The Crimson Deathbringer is a mix of funny and clever dialogues, action and adventure, with scenes that made me chuckle, bite my nails, and shed a tear or

two. All while it kept me at the edge of my seat, trying to guess what would happen next. And no, most times I guessed wrong.

Jina Bazzar, the author of Heir of Ashes

The Crimson Deathbringer is the first novel from Sean Robins--and a great debut it is. It's chockablock full of action. You have dramatic

alien-versus-human-versus alien encounters, exciting space battles, an insane race to save the world, some warm-hearted romance, and a lot of waggish humor

(reminiscent of Douglas Adams.) If you can get this granite face to break a smile, you've accomplished something major and Sean has done just that--by infusing

campy fun at the right times, in the right places.

Tyler Colins, the author of The Connecticut Corpse Caper

Lt. Reilly 2321: (Lt. Reilly book #1)

Author: Matthew Duncan

Jack Reilly's luck ran out just before the war did. Resigning his commission in the Alliance shortly after the end of the war with the Serkins, he went out into the

galaxy looking for a job. Signing onto the Glacier Runner 17, an old and rundown cargo ship, Reilly finds himself working for a clueless captain, mixed-up in an

intergalactic conspiracy, on the run from assassins, and involved with two women in relationships that he could only call "complicated".

Revised on November 25, 2020

What people are saying about Lt. Reilly 2321 -

Don't mess with the Engineer.

Really fun story. I loved how the humble retired-ish Reilly stayed one step ahead of everyone throughout the entire story. Well, maybe not his relationships, but

the enemy at least. Lots of mystery, action, and pulling victory from the jaws of defeat. If I'm going to space, I'd like him in the engine room!

Please say there is a book two!

This was easily one of my most enjoyable books this year!! I loved the main character, Jack Reilly!! He was smart, military, older, and wiser. And he kept saving

the day!!!!! The two main females were equal parts soft and hard. Together they rounded out all the rough edges for Jack and made for some very interesting

interplay. The narrator was something special. This book was non-stop action with a variety of characters. Everything was performed to perfection.

A Hard-Boiled Sci-fi

This was a great story with the main character you could get behind. I am looking forward to the next book in the series to see what happens next.

Asgard's Fall: Digital Rebirth Chronicles

Author: Robert Hinshaw

Noah didn’t expect much from entering the virtual reality world of Asgard’s Fall. Even the danger of the experimental full immersion technology didn’t put him off. It

beat living in a nursing home and was supposed to let him feel young again, at least until modern medicine and his body gave out.

But there was something wrong with Asgard’s Fall. The “gods” running the game didn’t act like AIs were supposed to most of the time. And some of the players

took things too seriously, like they knew something about the game that Noah didn’t. Forced to rely on skills he abandoned a lifetime ago and new digital abilities

that resemble ancient magics more than modern code, Noah has to unravel the mysteries behind Asgard’s Fall. And in doing so, discover an ancient threat that

has forced a world long hidden from mankind into the light.



1st to Fight (Earth at War)

Author: Rick Partlow

I retired from the USMC, and now I write about space marines.

I never thought I’d actually become one.

As a sci-fi author with a hit TV show, I have a few ideas about what alien invaders are supposed to look like. In my stories, they’re technologically advanced

monsters, with tentacles, and no faces.

Turns out I was right about the technology.

And about how angry they’d be.

But the way they look…that’s more terrifying than even I could have imagined.

They look exactly like us.

Because they are us.

Descend- Coming Together

Author: David Burke

One dungeon floor down, but how many more to go?

Jay and company have survived the initial stages of the experiment. They have had to overcome everything from their dinner trying to eat them to murderous

psychopaths trying to carve out a private fiefdom.

Worse, they aren't even aware of the impact the dissent among the aliens running this experiment are having on them.

Now, all the survivors seem to want a piece of Jay, which when they are a bunch of hot girls, doesn't seem entirely bad.

He just has to sort out who is trying to manipulate him and who wants to be on Team Jay. All the while, finding a way for humanity to survive.

Stolen by the Zandian: An Alien Warrior Romance (Zandian Brides Book 7)

Author: Renee Rose

STOLEN FROM AUCTION

Khrys

My career is on the line here. King Zander demoted me.

The planet is in crisis over a viral epidemic affecting the human half-breeds.

If I could get my hands on the genetically modified human

she could be the answer to both problems.

But I didn’t expect to fall for the feisty little female

who stole my heart while I stole her body.

Kailani

I’m an upgraded human.

Genetically modified by my Kraa masters to be immune to any illness.

Faster. Stronger. A better slave for the new master who buys me at auction.

I planned to escape before that happened.

But those plans were thwarted by the giant purple horned alien.

The warrior didn’t buy me—he stole me.

And now he’s bringing me back to his planet.

He says my life will be more than tests in a lab

but I don’t know if I can trust him.

I don’t know if I can trust my own judgment.

Not when I’m falling for him more and more every planet rotation…



Out of the Wild: A Wilderness Survival Thriller

Author: Jack Hunt

Surviving is the only option.

While on a trip into the backcountry, Henry Shaw, a veteran bush pilot is forced to depend on his estranged daughter to survive an unforgiving wilderness.

Stranded miles from civilization, injured, and with winter bearing down, hope is bleak. After a terrifying turn of events reveal the plane crash may not have been an

accident, tempers flare, secrets unravel, and a trauma from the past resurfaces. Facing overwhelming odds and nonstop danger, it’s now up to Kara to decide

whether to remain or embark on a perilous trek across a harsh landscape to make it out alive.

Don’t miss this riveting, father-daughter tale filled with danger, mystery, and courage.

The Atlantis Plague: A Thriller (The Origin Mystery, Book 2)

Author: A.G. Riddle

A pandemic 70,000 years in the making... 

will change humanity... 

forever. 

 

The race to stop the Atlantis Plague has begun. 

 

Filled with real science and history, The Atlantis Plague is the second book in The Origin Mystery trilogy—a series that has sold over THREE MILLION copies 

worldwide (in twenty languages), received 30,000+ reviews on Amazon, been rated 20,000+ times on Audible, and garnered 120,000+ ratings on GoodReads. 

The trilogy is now in development to be a major motion picture. 

 

With shocking plot twists and revelations around every turn, The Atlantis Plague will keep you up late into the night turning the pages to find out what the Immari 

have in store for David, Kate, and Dorian. 

 

 

Selected Praise For A.G. Riddle 

 

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.” 

—Daily Mail on The Solar War 

 

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian on Pandemic 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels” 

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure 

 

 

An Extended Look at The Atlantis Plague 

 

In Marbella, Spain, Dr. Kate Warner awakens to a horrifying reality: the human race stands on the brink of extinction. A pandemic unlike any before it has swept 

the globe. Nearly a billion people are dead—and those that the Atlantis Plague does not kill, it transforms at the genetic level. A few rapidly evolve. The remainder 

devolve. 

 

As the world slips into chaos, radical solutions emerge. Industrialized nations offer a miracle drug, Orchid, which they mass produce and distribute to refugee 

camps around the world. But Orchid is merely a way to buy time. It treats the symptoms of the plague but never cures the disease. 

 

Immari International offers a different approach: do nothing. Let the plague run its course. The Immari envision a world populated by the genetically superior 

survivors—a new human race, ready to fulfill its destiny. 

 

With control of the world population hanging in the balance, the Orchid Alliance and the Immari descend into open warfare. Now the last hope for humanity is to 

find a cure. Kate alone holds the key to unraveling the mystery surrounding the Atlantis Plague. The answer may lie in understanding pivotal events in human 

history—events when the human genome mysteriously changed. Her journey takes her across the barren wastelands of Europe and northern Africa, but it is her 

research into the past that takes her where she never expected to go. She soon discovers that the history of human evolution is not what it seems—and setting it 

right may require a sacrifice she never imagined. 

 

 

About The Author 



A.G. Riddle’s debut novel, The Atlantis Gene, became a global phenomenon, topping best seller charts in the US and abroad. Every year, Amazon compiles a list

of the top 100 bestselling Kindle eBooks of the year (by total sales volume). The Atlantis Gene has made Amazon’s annual Kindle bestseller list an

unprecedented five years in a row—every year since the book’s release (2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017). Since then, Riddle has released eight more novels,

selling millions of copies in two dozen languages. His books feature a unique mix of science, history, and suspense that has delighted fans of Michael Crichton,

Dan Brown, Clive Cussler, and James Rollins and continues to sell year after year. He lives in Raleigh, North Carolina. 

 

NOTE: this novel is available as a Kindle eBook, an Audible audiobook, and in print. It is also in Kindle Unlimited.

Ready Player One

Author: Ernest Cline

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Now a major motion picture directed by Steven Spielberg.

“Enchanting . . . Willy Wonka meets The Matrix.”—USA Today • “As one adventure leads expertly to the next, time simply evaporates.”—Entertainment

Weekly

A world at stake. A quest for the ultimate prize. Are you ready?

In the year 2045, reality is an ugly place. The only time Wade Watts really feels alive is when he’s jacked into the OASIS, a vast virtual world where most of

humanity spends their days.

When the eccentric creator of the OASIS dies, he leaves behind a series of fiendish puzzles, based on his obsession with the pop culture of decades past.

Whoever is first to solve them will inherit his vast fortune—and control of the OASIS itself. 

Then Wade cracks the first clue. Suddenly he’s beset by rivals who’ll kill to take this prize. The race is on—and the only way to survive is to win.

NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Entertainment Weekly • San Francisco Chronicle • Village Voice • Chicago Sun-Times • iO9 • The

AV Club

“Delightful . . . the grown-up’s Harry Potter.”—HuffPost

“An addictive read . . . part intergalactic scavenger hunt, part romance, and all heart.”—CNN

“A most excellent ride . . . Cline stuffs his novel with a cornucopia of pop culture, as if to wink to the reader.”—Boston Globe

“Ridiculously fun and large-hearted . . . Cline is that rare writer who can translate his own dorky enthusiasms into prose that’s both hilarious and

compassionate.”—NPR

“[A] fantastic page-turner . . . starts out like a simple bit of fun and winds up feeling like a rich and plausible picture of future friendships in a world not too distant

from our own.”—iO9

Noxx: Alien Adoption Agency #1

Author: Tasha Black

The Alien Adoption Agency is going to make all of Luna’s dreams come true.

 

At least, that’s what Luna believes when she boards a rickety space craft headed for a frontier moon to meet the child she will raise in exchange for 100 acres of 

land and a modest stipend. But she doesn’t count on the dangerous animals, the short but lonely nights, or the big blue warrior who informs her he is on 

permanent security duty for the baby. 

 

Noxx is a proud dragon warrior of the Invicta, dedicated to use his strength, strategy and endurance to protect his homeland. When his commander assigns him 

guard duty for a baby, he resents the interruption of his career. It’s bad enough that he’s starting to bond with the little whelp, but the instant he sees the child’s 

adoptive mother, he knows she is his fated mate. Noxx will have to deny his desperate craving for the dark-haired beauty if he wants to hold on to his chance at 

redemption. 

 

When a last-minute trek through the forest of Clotho gets them entangled in a dangerous battle, Luna will have to learn to trust the hunky blue warrior. But can the 

dragon let go of his duty long enough to let himself love someone, and be loved in return? 

 

If you like strong women, sexy aliens, wild adventures, steamy sensual scenes, and happily-ever-afters, then you’ll love the world of Stargazer! 

 

Alien Adoption Agency is a Stargazer Alien Series – read them all:



-Noxx 

-Kade 

-Tyro 

 

And check out the other Stargazer Alien series: 

 

Stargazer Alien Mail Order Brides 

Stargazer Alien Barbarian Brides 

Stargazer Alien Space Cruise Brides 

Stargazer Alien Reality Show Brides 

Stargazer Alien Mystery Brides 

The End of October: A novel

Author: Lawrence Wright

“An eerily prescient novel about a devastating virus that begins in Asia before going global . . . A page-turner that has the earmarks of an instant bestseller.”

—New York Post

“Featuring accounts of past plagues and pandemics, descriptions of pathogens and how they work, and dark notes about global warming, the book produces

deep shudders . . . A disturbing, eerily timed novel.” —Kirkus Reviews

“A compelling read up to the last sentence. Wright has come up with a story worthy of Michael Crichton. In an eerily calm, matter-of-fact way, and backed by

meticulous research, he imagines what the world would actually be like in the grip of a devastating new virus.” —Richard Preston, author of The Hot Zone

“This timely literary page-turner shows Wright is on a par with the best writers in the genre.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)

In this riveting medical thriller--from the Pulitzer Prize winner and best-selling author--Dr. Henry Parsons, an unlikely but appealing hero, races to find

the origins and cure of a mysterious new killer virus as it brings the world to its knees.

At an internment camp in Indonesia, forty-seven people are pronounced dead with acute hemorrhagic fever. When Henry Parsons--microbiologist,

epidemiologist--travels there on behalf of the World Health Organization to investigate, what he finds will soon have staggering repercussions across the globe:

an infected man is on his way to join the millions of worshippers in the annual Hajj to Mecca. Now, Henry joins forces with a Saudi prince and doctor in an attempt

to quarantine the entire host of pilgrims in the holy city . . . A Russian émigré, a woman who has risen to deputy director of U.S. Homeland Security, scrambles to

mount a response to what may be an act of biowarfare . . . Already-fraying global relations begin to snap, one by one, in the face of a pandemic . . . Henry's wife,

Jill, and their children face diminishing odds of survival in Atlanta . . . And the disease slashes across the United States, dismantling institutions--scientific,

religious, governmental--and decimating the population. As packed with suspense as it is with the fascinating history of viral diseases, Lawrence Wright has given

us a full-tilt, electrifying, one-of-a-kind thriller.

Her Alien Prince: A Sci-Fi Alien Romance (Voxeran Fated Mates Book 1)

Author: Presley Hall

I was sent to make contact with aliens… I never expected one to claim me as his mate.

When I get the chance to be part of a first-contact mission to space, I jump at it. I need a break from my life back on Earth. From the lie of my marriage. From the 

heartbreak of betrayal. 

 

But after we crash on a planet far from our planned destination, everything changes. Stranded in an unforgiving wilderness, I suddenly find myself hoping 

extraterrestrial life doesn’t exist. 

 

No such luck. 

 

As I search for a way to rejoin the other survivors, I fall—literally—into the lap of a massive alien warrior with metallic blue skin and cat-like eyes. He’s… 

gorgeous. Mesmerizing. I can’t stop staring at him, and he seems just as fascinated by me. 

 

Actually, he seems more than fascinated. The way he looks at me is possessive and protective, and even though I can’t understand his words, his voice sends 

shivers down my spine. 

 

I don’t understand what’s happening between us, but I do know one thing: he’s the best shot I have at finding a way back home. 

 

The only problem is, I’m not so sure anymore that I want to leave. 

 

 

Her Alien Prince is a full-length standalone sci-fi romance featuring blue-skinned alien warriors, a heroine who learns what love truly is, and a rebel prince who



would move the stars for his fated mate. 

 

If you like sexy aliens, steamy romance, and thrilling adventure, you’ll love this series. No cliffhanger, and a happily ever after guaranteed! 

 

Note: each book in the series can be read as a standalone, but for maximum enjoyment, it’s recommended that the series be read in order. 

 

Voxeran Fated Mates series: 

Book 1: Her Alien Prince (Charlotte and Droth) 

Book 2: Her Alien Savior (Sadie and Jaro) 

Book 3: Her Alien Beast (Elizabeth and Axen) 

Book 4: TBA 

Book 5: TBA

All Systems Red (Kindle Single): The Murderbot Diaries

Author: Martha Wells

Winner: 2018 Hugo Award for Best Novella

Winner: 2018 Nebula Award for Best Novella

Winner: 2018 Alex Award

Winner: 2018 Locus Award

One of the Verge's Best Books of 2017

A New York Times and USA Today Bestseller

A murderous android discovers itself in All Systems Red, a tense science fiction adventure by Martha Wells that interrogates the roots of

consciousness through Artificial Intelligence.

"As a heartless killing machine, I was a complete failure."

In a corporate-dominated spacefaring future, planetary missions must be approved and supplied by the Company. Exploratory teams are accompanied by

Company-supplied security androids, for their own safety.

But in a society where contracts are awarded to the lowest bidder, safety isn’t a primary concern.

On a distant planet, a team of scientists are conducting surface tests, shadowed by their Company-supplied ‘droid — a self-aware SecUnit that has hacked its

own governor module, and refers to itself (though never out loud) as “Murderbot.” Scornful of humans, all it really wants is to be left alone long enough to figure

out who it is.

But when a neighboring mission goes dark, it's up to the scientists and their Murderbot to get to the truth.

At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

A Girl From Nowhere (The Firewall Trilogy Book 1)

Author: James Maxwell

Surrounded by fire, a girl with mysterious powers and a young warrior search for safety.

Life in the wasteland is a constant struggle. No one knows it better than Taimin. Crippled, and with only his indomitable aunt to protect him, Taimin must learn to

survive in a world scorched by two suns and frequented by raiders.

But when Taimin discovers his homestead ransacked and his aunt killed, he sets off with one mission: to seek revenge against those who stole everything. With

nowhere to call home, his hunt soon takes a turn when he meets a mystic, Selena, who convinces him to join her search for the fabled white city. Taimin and

Selena both need refuge, and the white city is a place where Taimin may find someone to heal his childhood injury.

As they avoid relentless danger, Taimin and Selena attempt to reach the one place that promises salvation. And they can only hope that the city is the haven they

need it to be…

Pestilence (The Four Horsemen Book 1)

Author: Laura Thalassa

They came to earth—Pestilence, War, Famine, Death—four horsemen riding their screaming steeds, racing to the corners of the world. Four horsemen with the 

power to destroy all of humanity. They came to earth, and they came to end us all. 



When Pestilence comes for Sara Burn’s town, one thing is certain: everyone she knows and loves is marked for death. Unless, of course, the angelic-looking

horseman is stopped, which is exactly what Sara has in mind when she shoots the unholy beast off his steed. 

 

Too bad no one told her Pestilence can’t be killed. 

 

Now the horseman, very much alive and very pissed off, has taken her prisoner, and he’s eager to make her suffer. Only, the longer she’s with him, the more

uncertain she is about his true feelings towards her … and hers towards him. 

 

And now, well, Sara might still be able to save the world, but in order to do so, she'll have to sacrifice her heart in the process.

Magitek (The Rift Chronicles Book 1)

Author: BR Kingsolver

The road to hell is paved with good intentions. My grandfather, Hunter James, wanted to end war. Instead, he broke the world. Through the Rift came demons,

vampires, and monsters.

.

My name is Danica James. I'm a cop with the Arcane Division. I'm also a magitek. My job is to clean up my grandfather's mess. I'm not making much progress.

Storm Surge: Broken Tide Book 5: (A Post-Apocalyptic Thriller Adventure Series)

Author: Marcus Richardson

As Reese and Jo sail for South Carolina, a disastrous storm forces them to take refuge. Meanwhile, Bee's Landings' residents attempt to weather both

the storm and a devastating attack in Broken Tide Book 5.

*****

When a massive landslide in the Canary Islands sets off a megatsunami, the east coast of North America is square in its path. On a fishing trip off the coast of

Maine, Reese Lavelle barely manages to make it to high ground when the wave hits. His only thought? Getting home to his wife and daughter in South Carolina.

Cami and Amber Lavelle barely escape the wave in Charleston, they retreat inland, watching the city as it's wiped out by the wave in one fell swoop. As those

who survived slowly sink into madness and the country succumbs to chaos, Cami's goal is simple: survive at any cost.

*****

Written by Marcus Richardson and best-selling post-apocalyptic author Mike Kraus, Broken Tide is the thrilling post-apocalyptic adventure you've been waiting

for. With a realistic, character-driven narrative, Broken Tide will satisfy post-apocalyptic readers of all types. Whether you're looking for hardcore prepping and

survival skills, daring adventure, survival in face of long odds or evil being triumphed over by good, Broken Tide's got what you want.

These Times of Abandon: A Post-Apocalyptic EMP Survivor Thriller (The Abandon Series Book 1)

Author: Ryan Schow

From the USA Today bestselling author of The Last War, The Age of Embers, and Dark Days of the After comes a BRAND NEW post-apocalyptic

survival saga, The Abandon Series. 

Leighton McDaniel is in her first year at Northern Kentucky University when an EMP detonates above the US.  The lights are out, the grid is down, and electronics

have failed, including Leighton’s new hearing aids. Unbeknownst to the town of Highland Heights, the weather warning system is down and tornados are forming. 

As Leighton heads for her boyfriend’s farm, an admirer of hers quietly takes chase. Nothing covers one’s tracks better than shadows and chaos, but some battles

turn quickly, leaving one to wonder, who is the wolf, and who becomes the prey?

As the tornado’s winds begin to whip, and Kentucky descends into lawlessness, the former Golden Gloves boxer, Hudson Croft, is forced to defend his home

from violent opportunists.  Hudson is ready for the anarchy, but he never anticipated the tornado heading his way, or the war Leighton McDaniel brought with it. 

Although Hudson is anxious to return to the fight, he remains haunted by his past boxing injuries, for one blow to the head, and it’s lights-out on his life. 



Amid such an unprecedented attack, a handful of citizens will fight to survive the many storms bearing down upon them.  Those clinging to the old world will

perish while those who abandon the former world will dig in and fight, proving the might and strength of America are not found solely in her military or her

commerce, but in the heart of her people.

Fire up your kindle, grab some caffeine, and prepare yourself for a roller-coaster ride through the apocalypse with Kentucky’s finest!

SCROLL UP AND GRAB YOUR COPY NOW! THEN PRE-ORDER THE ENTIRE SERIES...

_______________________________________________

SELECT PRAISE FOR RYAN SCHOW

“Ryan knows how to write action and suspense! But where he truly shines is the flawed, complex, broken but resolute heroes and heroines he creates.”

– For Age of Embers, Kyla Stone, USA Today Bestselling Author ★★★★★

“Buckle up your seat belts, charge your Kindle and try to settle in for this outstanding novel!”

–  For Dark Days of the After, Serenity, Amazon HALL OF FAME TOP 10 Reviewer ★★★★★

“Best book series of all time! Amazing writing, the characters are so detailed and the plot is soooo exciting!”

– For The Complete Last War Series, Andre Trollip, Amazon Reviewer ★★★★★

BOOKS IN THIS SERIES:

• These Times of Abandon

• These Times of Retribution

• These Times of Cessation

• These Times of Sedition

• These Times of Insurrection

Alien Mates: Limited Edition Science Fiction Romance Boxset

Author: Penelope Woods

Six books. Six aliens. Sixty inches of fun. 

Read six hot steamy novels in the best-selling Alien Mates Series, in which women are taken to far away worlds and given their wildest dreams by

reckless, possessive, and warrior aliens who would give anything to protect their mates.



Anna & Ax is the first lucky couple. But there's so much more to discover...

This boxset includes the following books:

Book 1: Alien Mate

Book 2: Alien Breed

Book 3: Alien Bride

Book 4: Possessive Alien Warrior

Book 5: Alien Beast

Book 6: Seed

Dervishes Don't Dance: A Paranormal Suspense Novel with a Touch of Romance (Valkyrie Bestiary Book 2)

Author: Kim McDougall

Sometimes you just need to hug your dervish.

Like when he protects you from brownies. 

Or goes down into the scary basement with you because he’s proud to be your apprentice. 

Or when he saves the world.

Kyra Greene, pest controller to the extraordinary is back with a new adventure! 

A Guardian is dead. Fae are missing. And someone has let a golem loose in town. Ride along with Kyra Greene, the only pest controller qualified to deal with the

strange and wonderful creatures that come out of the shadows when magic flares.

Dervishes Don’t Dance is the second book in the Valkyrie Bestiary series.

Traders On The Galactic Tunnel Network (EarthCent Auxiliaries Book 2)

Author: E. M. Foner

Have aliens spent the last century looting Earth of its treasures? 

 

Ellen, the Earth Syndication Coordinator for the Galactic Free Press, and her partner, John, EarthCent Intelligence's roving troubleshooter, are back with Semmi 

the gryphon to investigate. Larry, finding himself stuck as the Minister of Trade for the nascent Human Empire, starts making the rounds of sovereign human 

communities, while his freelance reporter partner, Georgia, trades in educational toys and tries to land a big interview. Can the five of them put their heads 

together and solve the literal crime of the century? 

 

Traders on the Galactic Tunnel Network is the sequel to Freelance on the Galactic Tunnel network. Both books are spinoffs from the eighteen book EarthCent 

Ambassador series. Following the sixteenth book, Last Night on Union Station, the timeline order is: 

 

Independent Living (EarthCent Universe 1) 

 

Soup Night on Union Station (Union Station 17) 

 

Assisted Living (EarthCent Universe 2) 

 

Freelance on the Galactic Tunnel Network (EarthCent Auxiliaries 1) 

 

Con Living (EarthCent Universe 3) 

 

Empire Night on Union Station (Union Station 18)



 

Space Living (EarthCent Universe 4) 

 

Traders on the Galactic Tunnel Network (EarthCent Auxiliaries 2)

High Gloom: A LitRPG/GameLit Adventure (The Bad Guys Book 6)

Author: Eric Ugland

It all comes down to this: kill or be corpsed.

Clyde Hatchett has known he’s had a corpse-king inside him, slowly trying to take over his body and raise an army of undead for a while now. And while that may

seem like a rather, um, urgent matter to attend to, it’s only now, after being forced out of Glaton by his best friends and then having to rescue someone’s sister

from a bad marriage, that he’s actually in a place to deal with it.

And he better deal with it quickly, since his entire left hand is starting to look like it belongs to the Crypt-Keeper.

But Gloomguard, where the mage Clyde needs lives, operates on a completely different plane than anywhere else in Vuldranni. Everyone is out for themself, and

there’s no such thing as doing a favor. So in order to even talk to the mage, Clyde must embark on a series of preposterous quests he doesn’t have time for and

isn’t guaranteed to survive.

High Gloom is the gritty sixth installment in the Bad Guys LitRPG series. If you like fast-moving adventure, profound magic, and witty necromancers, you’ll love

Eric Ugland’s latest novel.

Into the Stars (Rise of the Republic Book 1)

Author: James Rosone

The stars are within mankind’s reach…

…But what awaits in the void may end humanity…

Mars and the Moon have been colonized, piracy runs rampant in the asteroid belts, and a thriving society grows in the depths of space. Humanity prepares to

embark upon its greatest journey—the colonization of Alpha Centauri.

Then everything changes…

A deep space reconnaissance probe discovers a new Earth-like planet twelve light-years from Earth’s sun. The probe also finds something unusual,

something…unnerving. A new mission is created, a space fleet is formed, and humanity embarks on unraveling the greatest mystery of all—the origins of life

itself.

Can the factions of Earth remain united, or will old rivalries and animosities destroy the fragile peace in the face of this terrifying existential threat?

Will exploration prove to be a fatal mistake?

If you love new technologies, fast-paced action and gut-wrenching turns of fate, you’ll love this first book in James Rosone’s military sci-fi series, The Rise of the

Republic.

Grab your copy of this page-turner today.

The Rise of the Republic Series is best read in order, as each book builds upon the previous work. The reading order is as listed:

Book One: Into the Stars

Book Two: Into the Battle

Book Three: Into the War

Book Four: TBD

Book Five: TBD

Book Six: TBD

Invasion (First Colony Book 11)

Author: Ken Lozito



For years, Connor and others in the colony have unraveled the mysteries of New Earth and the global catastrophes that nearly destroyed its previous inhabitants.

Their work led to the discovery of other worlds beyond the known universe.

It became clear that many of those worlds had been attacked by an interdimensional invader that left untold amounts of manipulation, hardship, and annihilation

in its wake. It’s only a matter of time before the colony becomes the next target.

When a trusted ally requests Connor’s help to investigate claims of new widespread invasions, he has no choice but to help. Connor believes that the only way to

stop the invader is to find their homeworld, but its location is a closely guarded secret. Many civilizations sought to discover the invader’s homeworld and none

have succeeded.

Time is running out for the colony, and Connor and a team of CDF soldiers may be the only thing that stands between survival and annihilation.

Invasion is the eleventh book in the bestselling military science fiction series, First Colony. Read the eleventh book of this epic today!

Plundered: A Sc-Fi Alien Warrior Romance (Raider Warlords of the Vandar Book 2)

Author: Tana Stone

My sister gave herself to the raider warlord to save me. Now I’m hunting him down and getting her back.

I’ve never forgiven myself for letting that brute drag her off my ship, and I’ve done nothing but search for his horde of warships since he let my ship go free.

Everyone knows the Vandar raiders are cruel and merciless, so when my ship is attacked by another of the alien race’s warlords, I expect to be blown out of the

sky. Instead, he takes me as his captive.

I may be the warlord’s prize, but no way will I submit to his demands. Even if his hard body and fiery eyes ignite a desire in me like nothing have before.

Despite my captivity, I’m still determined to find my sister. This Vandar warrior might not have her, but he knows who does. If I can give him what he wants,

maybe he’ll help me find her. But can I risk letting him control more than my body? Can I risk him plundering my heart?

Plundered is a full-length sci-fi romance novel with a HEA and no cheating. It features steamy scenes on a raider warship, heart-pounding space battles, and

some serious enemies-to-lovers heat.

If you like dominant and dangerous alien warriors, alien abduction to seduction romance, and hot scenes with a happily ever after, you’ll love Plundered, the

second book in Tana Stone’s sci-fi romance Raider Warlords of the Vandar series. Each book can be read as a standalone.

Savage Dominion: A LitRPG Adventure

Author: Luke Chmilenko

Maulkin didn't know dying would mean a new eternity of dungeon delving, monster slaying, and glory hunting. If he had, he wouldn’t have been so worried about

kicking the bucket on a date gone even more wrong than usual.

Reborn in the wild world of Amaranth, Maulkin finds himself in a hulking demi-human body with a sword of a size to match. Marked as an Eternal, a fledging

immortal of boundless potential, Maulkin soon discovers he’s been given a mission by the elder pantheon of this new realm:

Grow stronger. Ascend to godhood. Spread chaos in their name.

Oh and fend off that inbound apocalypse, if he can find the time.

Who wants an easy afterlife anyway?

The Enigma Cube (Alien Artifact Book 1)

Author: Douglas E. Richards

To secure a dazzling future they must travel to a perilous past. A riveting science-fiction thriller from the million-copy NY Times bestselling author. 

 

"Richards is an extraordinary writer," (Dean Koontz) who can "keep you turning the pages all night long." (Douglas Preston) 

 

An alien object with breathtaking capabilities. And a life-and-death struggle for the future of humanity. 



Dr. Kelly Connolly is part of a top-secret team studying the most important find in human history, the Enigma Cube, an alien artifact of incomprehensible power. A

cube whose technology can catapult civilization to dizzying heights--or destroy it entirely. 

 

After years of failed attempts to unlock the cube's secrets, all hell suddenly breaks loose. Kelly and a black-ops commando, Justin Boyd, are soon fighting against

all odds to stay alive, and to keep the cube out of enemy hands. 

 

As the situation quickly goes from bad to worse, Kelly discovers that the cube is far more dangerous than even she had imagined. And that her actions could lead

to nightmarish changes to the nature of reality itself. 

 

The Enigma Cube is a masterful thriller. One crammed with breakneck action, unexpected twists, mind-blowing science, and ethical dilemmas readers will be

contemplating long after they've read the last page. 

 

"Richards is a worthy successor to Michael Crichton." (SF Book dot com) 

 

 

NEAR-FUTURE SCIENCE FICTION THRILLERS BY DOUGLAS E. RICHARDS    

 

STANDALONES   

 

QUANTUM LENS 

GAME CHANGER 

INFINITY BORN 

SEEKER 

VERACITY 

ORACLE 

 

SERIES     

 

WIRED (Wired 1) 

AMPED (Wired 2) 

 

MIND'S EYE (Nick Hall 1) 

BRAINWEB (Nick Hall 2) 

MIND WAR (Nick Hall 3) 

 

SPLIT SECOND(Split Second 1) 

TIME FRAME (Split Second 2) 

 

THE ENIGMA CUBE (Alien Artifact 1) 

A PIVOT IN TIME (Alien Artifact 2) 

 

Kids Science Fiction Thrillers (9 and up, enjoyed by kids and adults alike) 

 

TRAPPED (Prometheus Project 1) 

CAPTURED (Prometheus Project 2) 

STRANDED (Prometheus Project 3) 

OUT OF THIS WORLD 

DEVIL'S SWORD

Before the Coffee Gets Cold: A Novel

Author: Toshikazu Kawaguchi

*OVER ONE MILLION COPIES SOLD*

*NOW AN INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER*

If you could go back, who would you want to meet?

In a small back alley of Tokyo, there is a café that has been serving carefully brewed coffee for more than one hundred years. Local legend says that this shop

offers something else besides coffee—the chance to travel back in time.

Over the course of one summer, four customers visit the café in the hopes of making that journey. But time travel isn’t so simple, and there are rules that must be

followed. Most important, the trip can last only as long as it takes for the coffee to get cold.

Heartwarming, wistful, mysterious and delightfully quirky, Toshikazu Kawaguchi’s internationally bestselling novel explores the age-old question: What would you

change if you could travel back in time?



Old Dogs, Older Tricks (Junkyard Pirate Book 2)

Author: Jamie McFarlane

He’s a Vietnam vet, with a new lease on life. To fight an out-of-this-world invasion, he’ll need a little help from his

friends…

Albert Jenkins never cared much for bureaucrats and politicians. So when the Galactic Congress refuses to act on the illegal invasion of Earth by parasitic aliens,

he does what any self-respecting vet would do – he steals a spaceship. But when AJ and a snarky pop-culture loving alien companion are pursued by space

cops, he does the only rational thing he can come up with. He strategically crash lands on a junkyard moon.

When he finally make it back home with what he hopes is a cure for the occupying parasites, he discovers the situation is worse than expected. The microscopic

invaders have redoubled their efforts to strip Earth of critical resources, yet undiscovered by humanity. Knowing that time is in short supply, AJ calls on his

network of crusty yet elite buddies from 'Nam. Fortunately, it does not take much convincing to get these aging patriots to saddle up one more time to kick some

alien ass.

With youth restored, this elite squad of old vets will pit themselves against an unseen enemy. The question is – can they put an end to this global invasion once

and for all?

Old Dogs, Older Tricks is the second book in the wild Junkyard Pirate space opera series. If you like sarcastic heroes, hilarious extraterrestrial sidekicks, and

ragtag military units, then you’ll love Jamie McFarlane’s epic adventure.

Buy Old Dogs, Older Tricks and jump right back into the action!

God's Eye: Awakening: A Labyrinth World LitRPG Novel

Author: Aleron Kong

From Wall Street Journal bestselling author Aleron Kong comes, Awakening, Book One of God's Eye, the long awaited second series of the Labyrinth Universe!

Discover a unique new world seen from the perspective of a newly born god in a breathtaking saga of divine proportions.

Telos is a world at the center of a Universe. A bright jewel wrapped in a Lattice of realities. It is a world that gods and demons call home at the beginning of a new

age. Remy is a newly risen deity, struggling to survive in a Battle Royale where the consequences are worse than death and last longer than damnation.

He will find that he cannot live with his tribe of worshippers. Their strength is his, and his is theirs. Other tribes want nothing more than to feast upon their flesh

and consume their power. It is a deadly race of technology and power, faith and corruption, of commoners and legends.

Gods of ancient pantheons and demons of forbidden nightmares compete in a timeless game where the stakes are the souls of every living being. These old

forces will come to fear a newly risen god.

His name will become a curse on their lips. His name will be a chant in the mouths of the faithful. His name will be carved in time.

Zero Fell, Zero Fell, ZERO FELL!

My friends, this book is five years in the making. Set in the same Universe as The Land, I hope you enjoy this new world with new magics. New friends to cheer

for and new enemies to hate.

As always, I wish you a wonderful life!

Peace, Love and the Perfect Margarita,

Aleron Kong

Other books by Aleron Kong

Chaos Seeds

The Land Saga

Founding

Forging

Alliances
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Raiders

Predators

Monsters

Pandemic (The Extinction Files Book 1)

Author: A.G. Riddle



“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.”

—The Guardian

Now an Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal bestseller.

From A.G. Riddle, the worldwide bestselling author with OVER FOUR MILLION COPIES SOLD in twenty languages, comes a groundbreaking novel that takes

you inside the the CDC and WHO response to a global outbreak. It’s an eye-opening journey that may well change everything you think you know about

pandemics—and how to survive one.

Selected Praise for A.G. Riddle

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...”

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure

“Riddle makes an effort to keep the focus on how his characters react to each other (including to their future selves) rather than to the technological marvels that

reshaped their world.”

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure

“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—Departure has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.”

—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander on Departure

An Extended Look at Pandemic

A hundred miles north of Alaska, a US Coast Guard vessel discovers a sunken submarine at the bottom of the Arctic Ocean. It has no national identification. It

doesn’t match the records of any known vessel. Deep within, researchers find evidence of a scientific experiment that will rewrite our basic understanding of the

human race.

In Atlanta, Dr. Peyton Shaw is awakened by the phone call she has dreaded for years. As the CDC’s leading epidemiologist, she’s among the first responders to

outbreaks around the world. It’s a lonely and dangerous job, but it’s her life—and she’s good at it. This time, she may have met her match.

In Kenya, an Ebola-like pathogen has infected two Americans. One lies at death’s door. With the clock ticking, Peyton assembles her team and joins personnel

from the Kenyan Ministry of Health and the WHO. What they find in the remote village is beyond their worst fears. As she traces the origin of the pathogen,

Peyton begins to believe that there is more to this outbreak—that it may be merely the opening act in a conspiracy with far reaching consequences.

In Berlin, Desmond Hughes awakens in a hotel room with no memory of how he got there or who he is. On the floor, he finds a dead security guard from an

international pharmaceutical company. His only clue leads him to Peyton Shaw—a woman who seems to know him, but refuses to tell him how. With the police

searching the city for him, Desmond desperately tries to piece together what happened to him. To his shock and horror, he learns that he may be involved in

causing the outbreak—and could hold the only key to stopping it.

As the pathogen spreads around the world, Peyton and Desmond race to unravel the conspiracy behind the pandemic—and uncover secrets some want to keep

buried. With time running out, they face an unimaginable decision.

NOTE: this novel is available as an eBook on Kindle Fire and Kindle eReader, as an Audible audiobook, and in print (paperback and hardcover). It’s also in Kindle

Unlimited where subscribers can borrow it for free.

Roo the Day (Bob and Nikki Book 13)

Author: Jerry Boyd

The crew of the Gene are off to take Joanna’s new friend home. Finding derelicts with no survivors gets them down, and one of them brings Topper to a crisis of

conscience. When they find a ship that looks like Zoom built it, Bob hires the builder. Time will tell, if she is as good as Zoom. Then little Roos get the ship

hopping. Ride along with Captain Bob, and the crew, as they meet new people, and find new places.

Famine (The Four Horsemen Book 3)

Author: Laura Thalassa

They came to earth—Pestilence, War, Famine, Death—four horsemen riding their screaming steeds, racing to the corners of the world. Four horsemen with the 

power to destroy all of humanity. They came to earth, and they came to end us all. 

 

Ana da Silva always assumed she’d die young, she just never expected it to be at the hands of Famine, the haunting immortal who once spared her life so many 

years ago. But if the horseman remembers her at all, he must not care, for when she comes face to face with him for the second time in her life, she’s stabbed 

and left for dead.



 

Only, she doesn’t quite die. 

 

If there’s one thing Famine is good at, it’s cruelty. And how these blighted bastards deserve it. Try as he might, he can’t forget what they once did to him. But

when Ana, a ghost from his past, corners him and promises pain for what he so recently did to her, she and her empty threats captivate him, and he decides to

keep her around. 

 

In spite of themselves, Ana and Famine are drawn to each other. But at the end of the day, the two are enemies. Nothing changes that. Not one kind act, not two.

And definitely not a few steamy nights. But enemies or reluctant lovers, if they don’t stop themselves soon, heaven will.

Shadow of Night: A Novel (All Souls Trilogy, Book 2)

Author: Deborah Harkness

The #1 New York Times–bestselling sequel to A Discovery of Witches, book two of the All Souls Trilogy—“as enchanting, engrossing, and impossible

to put down as its predecessor” (Miami Herald).

Look for the hit TV series “A Discovery of Witches” airing Sundays on AMC and BBC America, and streaming on Sundance Now and Shudder.

J. K. Rowling, Stephenie Meyer, Anne Rice—only a few writers capture the imagination the way that Deborah Harkness has with her New York Times–bestselling

All Souls trilogy. A Discovery of Witches introduces reluctant witch Diana Bishop, vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont, and the battle for a lost, enchanted

manuscript known as Ashmole 782.

Picking up from A Discovery of Witches’ cliffhanger ending, Shadow of Night takes Diana and Matthew on a trip through time to Elizabethan London, where they

are plunged into a world of spies, magic, and a coterie of Matthew’s old friends, the School of Night. As the search for Ashmole 782 deepens and Diana seeks out

a witch to tutor her in magic, the net of Matthew’s past tightens around them, and they embark on a very different—and vastly more dangerous—journey.

Edge of Madness: A Post-Apocalyptic EMP Survival Thriller (Edge of Collapse Book 2)

Author: Kyla Stone

In a world without power, can one man protect his son?

On the five-year anniversary of his wife Hannah's disappearance, small-town cop Noah Sheridan takes his son Milo to a local ski resort for some much needed

father-son time.

In a blink, the power grid goes out. Phones and cars stop working. What starts as a day of holiday fun soon turns into a deadly fight for survival.

And when an impending blizzard cuts off the town from the rest of civilization, it'll take everything Noah has to keep his family and friends alive.

When the country goes dark, ordinary people find themselves facing the end of the world as they know it. With society collapsing before their eyes, they'll have to

risk everything to protect their home and the people they love.

From USA Today Bestselling Author Kyla Stone comes the Edge of Collapse series, a gripping EMP apocalypse story featuring flawed, complex characters and

high-octane action adventure. A disaster/survival thriller perfect for fans of Ryan Schow, Grace Hamilton, Harley Tate, Jack Hunt, and Franklin Horton.

*Rated PG-13 for mild language and moderate violence*

Prepper's Apocalypse: Prepper Post-Apocalyptic Survival Fiction

Author: AJ Newman

Prepper's Apocalypse - Prepper Post-Apocalyptic Survival Fiction

.

EMP blasts started the apocalypse during Tom and his family's return flight to San Francisco from Hawaii. Surviving the crash only caused them to confront the

chaos of the apocalypse head-on. Their fellow survivors were helpless and lacked the skills to survive. Tom, his sister, and their Grandma survive the perilous trip

from San Francisco to their ranch in Southern Oregon using their prepper skills to keep them alive during the anarchy around them.
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